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VOL. XV.

~~

AUBURN, MAINE, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7. lb!>2-_____________

NO, 10.
ABOUT GRASS STEERS,

TROTTING-BRED TROTTERS,

‘j

This Writer Think* They Should Have
The enthusiasts that still cling to the old
Something' If eshies Grass.
J.
theory that the only way to breed tiotters
The interesting i
instructive artiis by the use of blood that can not trot,
cles upon the above subject written and
are in a very bad way at the present writing.
compiled from various sources by MrJ
The lessons of the year have thus far been
Henry C. Wallace Iwve attracted wide
sadly at war with their beautiful but some
and hearty attention. They have opened
what unscientific theoiy. Most, if not all,
up a field of practical agriculture which,!
the records are now held by animals that
while it is a simple one, is of a charac
ter that strikes every stockman, be he
have no close crosses to the idolized Ara
great or small. The grass crop of the
bian. Nancy Hanks is a very highly-bred
country is by many times the largest
trotting mare, and although some of our
grown. From it the average stock owner
friends only concede her greatness with
derives much of his profit. Yet it re- •
various reservations, to the ordinary stu
ceives but little attention and thought
dent of trotting-horse pedigrees and per
at his hands.
formance, it appears that she far outclasses
No farm crop repays attention so
any other animal that has yet appeared on
quickly as the grass field. From its veryt
inception it requires a skill and diligence
the turf. She is queen by grace of her
which is seldom felt and appreciated by’
strong and deep trotting inheritance.
She
the ordinary farmer. The selection of
is a living, moving illustration of the truth
the seeds for ordinary pasture is in itself ,
of the old adge, “blood will tell.” She has
somewhat of a science. It requires con
been three years upon the turf, and has
stant study to find out, more especially*
not only never met her superior, but has
in a new country, what will suit the
never met her equal. Even the colors of
climate and soil. “Give us blue grass,”
says the Kentuckian. True, but while
the great Allerton have gone down before
it flourishes on the limestone formations
her conquering banner. Her record of
of that state, dliving out all other
2.04 is so much superior to that of any
grasses, still it does not follow that it is
other horse as to distance comparison.
the best for the loamy, deep soils of Illi
Two-four for a mare but six years of
nois, Missouri and Iowa. Some of it is
age is a mark hitherto undreamed
necessary, but you can call upon count
of. And yet this strictly trotting bred (or
less other kinds and varieties to assist.
as same of our friends would say cold
The grass seed is delicate. It needs a
warm bed, a fine mold on the soil, and
blooded) more, was a quarter of an hour
great care should be taken when sowed.
after her magnificent and altogether unpar
In its infancy it wants close attention.
alleled performance, fit to trot for a man’s
It should not be grazed too heavily, and
life. This is very distressing to the gentle
always before winter comes it should be
men who claim that at farthest the second
allowed during the first years of its ex
dam of a great trottiDg performer must be
istence to cover its roots thickly, so as
thoroughbred or by a thoroughbred horse,
to withstand the iron hand of Jack
and we look to see mnch valuable ink and
Frost. Greater perhaps than all the
above requisites is that the field should
paper wasted in the endeavor to show how
be well dried. How often do we see a
much of the thoroughbred there was in
field, carefully seeded down, grow a
Hambletonian, Edwin Forrest, Parker’s
fairly good crop of grass for a year or
Brown Pilot and the rest of the ances
two, then relapse into the old rut of
try. Nancy is a trotting-bred mare with a
coarse, wild grasses. The cause is easy
pacing foundation and the pacing instinct
to find. It wants draining. No plant
and action is still strong in the little queen
! requires a dry subsoil so much as the
r. qqueen well in hand/Doble ^easedLher up^al better varieties of grass. They luxuriate
of the trotting turf.
than suflcient to show that extreme speed,, and so on through the whole list of com1- and lollow it for hours at a time. Mr.
where the drainpipe exists.
It is singular, too, that right on the heels’ and the very acme of race horse qualily,, mo(
»k little
to the half in 1.02%.
modifies. It is only when we come to ai Jack
Jackson has never handled her for track
li
With such conditions we can nearly
of Nancy (or a little nearer her heels than1 may be possessed by animals without closee hor
ie
Here he let the flying trotter have her.
horse that we are entirely at sea. I go to a speec
speed, but will do so next year. That she
t
get
what Mr. Wallace says is requisite
any other animal ever trotted) comes the* crosses to the thoroughbred, and that thusg neij
10
head,
and
those
who
split
their
timers
at
neighbor to purchase a gentleman’s driver,
r. will <develop into a fast one there can be no h
,
to
feeding
steers successfully on grass—
magnificent Martha Wilkes with her mar- far the very best, according to this year’s Tut
|y tl
the three-quarter looked again to see ifu namely, “a full pasture.” But more is
The animal is sound, kind in disposition,i, doub
doubt. She is for sale and can probably
velous record of 2.08, a quarter of a sec’ records, are those that are consistentlyp and can easily strike a three-minute clip,). be b<
s.
they
were
not
mistaken.
bought for four or five hurdred dollars, tl
needed. Mr. Wallace has come to the
ond better than any record ever made byr bred in trotting lines. They are the out-• I am
je
No wonder, as the time was 1.32%, or conclusion that steers will gain nearly
There is also a three-year-old filly at these
at informed by the owner that he is a Ther
a horse with a close influsion of thorough1 come of the scientific as distinguished fromi “trotter,
|y 29%
seconds for the third quarter, a clip» as much on. crass alone as when grain is
” and consequently the price isis stall
tri
stabl s. not yet named^ that is remarkably
2!
blood, and not only does she make a grand1 the empirical system of breeding. Theyr $50
ig tl
that no trotter or pacer ever before shov ed1 fed, at least ■ or two or three months dur$500. I am willing to pay $250; but thisis well brel. S e was sired by Pickering
flghtj against the old gentleman with the' show that the great law of heredity oper-- offe
ie for
offer will ’not even be considered. Thee 2.30, hQ by Hambletonian No, 10. The
f< that distance in public. Moreover. ing the summer The proof of this is so
scythe, but in a hot contest for blood with1 a'ts with uniformity, and that v bile an fw
>e N
Nancy, Hanks was finishing so strong, ample that it cannot be disputed, and at
farmer keeps his horse, visitors and buyers•8 dam
by Black Rock 2.30, he by Joe
’ first thought if would seem foolish to
the great cracks ot the tun,j she Hehl/ thoroughbred
id tl
that this terrific effort seemed to have
J'coi e and go, but still the “ti.Uer”iremains
is no dolbt foo'’ ^vOi<
e.L
I
J’ • is bay color, good size, and
. spend grain where no evident gain is
earns the proud title of queen of the trot that the more good trotting crosses one hass in tlthe breeder’s stable. After three or fourr has
is nno fcf/eet upon ‘her, ar 1 r othing but an no-1 in ide. Lo kinw at th? matter from a
ban aall the marks of a born trotter, Tins
ting race-horse, and this, too, was done in1 ’ in a pedigree, the better.—Kentucky Stockfc yea
titJcidentJ
could prevent her setting a new stockyards point of v’< ,v we are all well
years the horse has cost his owner farr filly is
i likew ge for sale and can be bought
J ci
such wonderful time as to make compari- Farm.
moi
lD no
mark. Doble urged her but little, only’ aware that the purely gra s fed steer of
more than he will bring or is actually worth,. at a ireasonable figure. Mr. Jacksonjs an
ton ridiculous. Even Alvin, the greatest
ie lifting
her fr m the distance, and straightt equal weight cannot compete with the
Perhaps his sou, or hired man, has by reck-- intell
intelligent and well read breeder, and is one
h
SEARSMONT, ME.
le
„ driving, produced a sprain on the ani-1- of the
racing stallion of the year, was forced very
al as an arrow from the bow, the incompara-. animal that has had corn. How often,
less
th few men who have made a financial
mnch against his usual habit to take second
3f bble, mistress of the sulky came home( ,: when autumn comes do we hear of
s mal’s leg, thus rendering him comparativelyv suoef
success of the business. As he is one of
I have written much about the fine horses
| “grassy” steers? The grazier coming up
place, although his mile of 2.11% was a
in in
worthless. After i few more vain uttempts• my nnearest and best neighbors, I have an
it 31% seconds.
| with his stock probably twice a year
of Searsmoat, but the subject is by no
faster mile than was ever before made in a
bt to sell the “trotter” at a f <ncy price, be is8 espec
especial
pride
in
the
record
of
his
estabsees his cattle standing next door to a
, means exhausted. In fact, it is a subject
trotting race. Martha is by Alcyone, her
t»
ALFALFA FORAGE.
( finally disposed of to a horse joefcy for onee lishne
lishment and the warmest wishes for it»
pen of steers seemingly the same as his
that is continually growing, as our farmers
dam by Clark Chief and her seebnd end
hundred dollarsGentle reader, have I ccnti
continued prosperity.
f
own. The experienced eye of the buyer,
become
more
educated
on
the
necessity
of
Its Availability as a Substitute for
third dams by pacing horses. To find the
who is daily and hourly at his work, de
overdrawn the picture?
L.
C.
B
ateman.
Hay.
thoroughbred cross that, according to the improving the blood and speed of their ani-t
But
Alfalfa, if sowed on suitable ground, tects at once the difference, and he pays
B I started out to tell you somethingg
view of an astute contemporary, furnishes( male. The last five years have seen a about
e
NANCY
HANKS,
2.04.
v
will
in all kinds of weather outyield any a much higher price for the lot that;
Searsmont
horses
and
find
I
have
wonderful improvement in this direction. a^0’
the “speed-sustaining” power iu this great
other
forage crop yet known to man- have had corn. The magic word is’
.
been
preaching
you
a
sermon.
One
of
the
e
0
The time is rapidly coming when a com- ^eei
mare one has to go.back to the second dam
>r
kind:
it
requires a sandy loam soil with “tallow.” You can never get it on grasflj
n
Tebkrb HAUTB.Iud.. Sept. 28, 1892. For k
mon horse cannot be sold at any price; butt most
moa promising young animals in our town
ca
gravelly
subsoil. This kind of forma- to perfection. It requires the cornbin:
of her sire. We might mark parenthically
» is
owned
by Mr. Oscar Shibbles. Althoughh the fifirst time in the history of harness rac- ®
with
that
time
must
come
a
break
in
the
39
0
tioa
is needed for alfalfa because it or oilcake crusher to make it. We ad
that this contemporary talks very fool
g
, present prevailirg fancy prices.
Ourr but
but four years old, Howland Knox weighss ing tthe 2 05 limii has been passed, and • the sends
its roots to a depth of fifteen to mit that at the height of the grass sea
ishly about the “faint-beartedness” of
trotting record is now within reasonablee twenty feet below the surface, sending son, a short and fleeting period under a
j 1150 pounds, and is as finely put up as anyy trotti
breeders
must
learn
the
oft
taught
lesson
Nancy Hanks. The faintness of heart that
distance of the two-minute goal.
0out a vast number of branch roots, and scorching sun such as we have, the gain
P breeder
could desire. He was sired byy distal
jre(
carries the animal under the wire in 2.04 that any business in which there is a dollar, Morgan
□
Nancy
Hauks,
the
greatest
of
record
h
Knox,
and
out
of
a
Morgan
dam
Na
•d
herein
lies its great advantage for sus- from artificial food is little or nothing,
to be seen is almost certain to be shortly ^0J
isn’t a bad thing to have in a trotter, and
breakers,has outstripped the pacer, eclipsed
•d t:taining and keeping up growth in arid but in the after days it tells. If the
L with a record of 2.40. Howland Knox hasa breah
our excellent contemporary should order a crowded. This Is most emphatically ar acquitted himself with great honor in alld herse
B. ddistricts and through long continued cattle are to be carried from summer
herself, and set the kite-shaped track at deT
of drought. It makes from two into autumn, or even winter, the addi
supply of the same material for his favor boom country, and a large seccionj of ourc ac
fiance by trutting here this aftereoon in spells
S1
the races be has yet trotted. In Belfast, fianci
people learn nothing by experience. First the
to
four
crops each year, and in districts tion of a fair amount of com or oilcake
ite performers, If it will enable them to
t]
. last fall, he drove the winner under thee 2 04.
it
is
one
thing
and
then
another
;
but
althat
are
well adapted to its growth it is soon seen. By such treatment they
go the first quarter in 30 seconds (the
wire in 2.38. He is a beautiful animal andI
it
It 'was known among the trainers that will make an average of six tons of hay get the polish which reveals to the edu
ways
ending
in
one
way
—
an
explosion
of
fastest q' arter ever made by a trot’er
j is a great credit to his breeders.
the nmare was in good ferm, but 2.07%
4 |i ei
each year per acre. But to make the cated eye the inherent value when they
in public), the first half in 1.01 (the fast the boom at last. Will the horse business> 18 Ia have before written you of the stock wa9
t
was
the
best
expected
of
her.
Even
Doble
le
best
b
kind of result it must be harvested are tested on the block. Then they are
in the scale and not found want
est half mile ever made by a trotter), to prove an exception to this universal rule? breedirg establishment of George Jacksonn himst
y
each
time at exactly the right stage— weighed
himself
was
not
in
the
secret,
which
Nancy
bre€
ing.
to the three-quarter pole in 1.85, and to the I am not a pessimest in this matter,' but it( at
that
is,
when
it
is
partly
in
blossom
—
ank must have kept bitter than most of
Hanke
We go further. Our able correspond
just as well to look facts squarely^in the at North Searsmont. Mr. Jackson stillI tf
finish in 2.04, it is certainly not a bad is
owns the fine stallion, George Rolfe, sired ^
er sex,
8i
her
f >r in declaring the conditions of and it needs to be cured with just as little ent must have “a full pasture.” To
face.
’
‘
own
exposure to the rays of the sun as possi get that acme of perfection you must be
quality to have. It has proven more suc
by IRolfe, now weighs 1130 pound , and is8 the tr
trial today he set the mark at 2.07.
A standard bred stallion can even now be by
ble. If saved in this manner it makes liberal in the way of feeding the plank
cessful than any quantity of “speed-sustain*
a
brignt
bay
with
black
points
His
dam
1
This
was
was
the
mare
s
best
t
me
over
a
found at almost every foui corners. Year a br
a the richest food for horses, cattle, sheep As you stuff the bullock, so you attain
ing” blood close up, that has ever been
was
Buttercup, by a grandson of old Gen.• re
gul
regulation
course, and it was evident thatd ai
and swine on the whole list of forage this point. Nothing manures land so
by
year
has
seen
the
record
lowered
in
the
was
used.
Knox.
He has gained rapidly in form and1 if 8she
he lowered this by a fraction everybodyy p]
plants. One of the remarkable proper- thoroughly as sheep droppings, more es
track until now the two minute goal is al- ^
no
Flying Jib, the fastest green horse of
speed
ties of alfalfa as an animal food is the pecially when they are generously!
woull be satisfied, as the track seemedd ti
Pee during the past year, and is in a fairr wouli
any year, is trotting bred for generations. n ostin sight and is morally certain to be 8way
to shortly eclipse all his former efforts.• a trifl
trifla hard txiay. It was carefully pre- fact that it will fatten farm animals of treated. Next to them comes the bovine
attained
in
the
immediate
future.
What
wa
y
His sire is A Igona, a son of Almont, out of 1
In the August race, on the half mile" pared last night, and probably was neverr any
ai kind.
race. You may use dissolved bones, ni
Emma Kinkead by Conscript, son of C. M. 1then is tu become of the ordinary trotter of track at Unity, Geo. R »lfe made his mile‘ better than wheothe trial was made this
One great advantage in substituting trates, etc., but they fail to make a pas
a
few
years
ago?
Then
a
three-minute
trac
to a pretty large extent the use of alfalfa ture in comparison with the steady seClay Jr , 22; second dam Effie Dean by 1
in 2.36%. He wis driven by Geo. Web-- a
ftern
afternoon.
was considered fast; today it is hardly ln
in the feeding of all kinds of live stock I1 cretion that goes on hourly from sheep
Mambrino Chief. Flying Jib’s dam is a clip
’
sterof
Albion,
and
made
this
mark
with
i)
0
|
i
Doble waited i’ll after 4 o’clock, and so0 jiss found in the fact that the production 1
8ter
daughter of the lUmbletonian horse, Mid- up
1 to the standard of a gentleman’s driver. only
j and cattle wandering over it. In this
carefi was he to make no slip that in t ie& of
of corn exhausts the fertility of the soil 1. ednntry we need more permanent pasa horse can now go in the ‘ teens” 0I)V two weeR’s training. Webster sayp’ careful
dietown; second dam Emblem, by Tatter; Unless
1
he
can
easily
drive
him
a
quarter
in
thirtypre
lin
• preliminary exercise be did not once 1 t thee at a very rapid rate, while the produc- !i tures. With labor high, it is a necessity,'
be c
third dam by Mambrino Ch ef; fourth dam he
1 might as well be ruled off the track as a seven
Almost every township can fur- aeve seconds. Next year he is to be1 mare gtt anything n^ar her speed. When tion of alfalfa has just the opposite !.and there is no branch of agricultural
by a Bon of Bertrand.
As in the case trotter.
'
and driven by the noted horseman, he wa
was finally ready the starter, Frank B. effect. The corn crop must be planted • <economy which needs closer study. A
one or more inmates of the charmed handled
banc
of Nancy Hanks, the thoroughbred portion nish
1
Guy
Edwards, who drove Nelson last year.> Walki
Walker of Indianapolis, requested that allj every year, while the alfalfa, where it I' good pasture is a thing of beauty and a
circle.
A
new
standard
mu't
soon
be
set
^
u
y
of his pedigree is suficently far removed, (
is well set, will hold for years from one joy
•
forever. To attain perfection two
In form and action Geo. Rolfe is almostt the sp
spectators keep in their seats till the gQ
sowing. It is churned that there is no Jrequisites are absolutely necessary
and yet his speed, stamina and gameness as
1 to what speed constitutes a trotter. Our an exact model of his famous relative, Nelv
■
mile
was
finished.
ki
will take no backward steps, but an e
kind of animal food that gives better <drainage and manure.—Live Stock Re
are so great that in his first season he Is breeders
1
The
The track got the last touch from theJ re
steady improvement will still continue son.
8on* His gait is absolutely perfect, andI
results in the dairy than alfalfa does, jport.
barred in most of the free-for-alls and this
1
his
is machine work. After he bad1 scrape
scrapers, and then Nancy Hanks, with herr ar
and hogs can be pastured on it in the
to go on, until we have passed the two- h
*8 trotiing
1
makes a race record of.
Live Stock Points.
made
his record of 2.36% at Unity, Mr. bicycl
same way they are pastured on clover.
bicycle sulky jogged up the stretch. Frankt sa
minute
limit.
Progress
is
stamped
upon
ma
^'
Belleflower (3), 2.16%%, that won in 1
A woman relates in The Journal of
Sow alfalfa in the same way that
Jackson
was offered $2,000 for the stallion Starr had the peacemaker, Abe Lincoln,
every
feature
of
animate
nature.
Fifty
J
ac
^
the $10,000 Hartford stakes for tbree-year- (
andd hi
had to wait a time while Doble let the; clover seed has usually been sowed. It tAgriculture her experience in beekeep
hence the two-minute trotter will be by
by the
tl Webster Bros. Had the purchase an
olds over the Kentucky cracks, Trevillian years
3
needs rain enough to give it a good | ’ing. Seven years ago she began. She
been effected it was the intention of the mare iscore down to get her^warmed up fir' ne
as
common
as
[the
two-th
rty
animal
is
tobeen
and Conner, is an ideally* bred trotter, 8
start, and it should be mowed the first j *had occasion frequently at first to prove
Websters
to
take
him
to
Montana.
Mr.
a
supr
supreme effort. She was in superb con- time at a stage of growth early enough that hot water applied instantly is the
Web
being by Electioneer; dam Beautiful Bells day. The common farmer will then haul Jackson
would not even consider the offer dition. moving so easily that nothing! to
remedy for a bee sting. But after
to destroy the crop of weeds that may 'best
1
(dam of six in the list) by the Moor; *his hay and other produce to market with a
as he finds that Geo. Rolfe is more valu- seeme
the
first
year she got some honey along
seemed too much for her to accomplish.
fits
start
with
the
alfalfa.
This
plant,
like
>
1
horse
that
can
strike
a
2.30
clip.
as
second dam Minoiehaha (dam of five in 1
y^h<
When he was flnally.ready Doble went toi cl(
clover, is dangerous in its green state i5with her experience, and ever since then
This is no fancy picture, but a reasonable able
able to be kept at the head of his stud in
the list) by Bald Chief; third dam Nettie
the he
head of* the stretch, almost back to the. Yfor
oj either cattle or sheep; they are liable the bees have paid their own expenses
from existing facts. This con- Searsmont.
Sear
Clay, by C. M. Clay Jr., 22; fourth dam deduction
d
8 much more.
three-quarter pole. As he drew up the, to overfeed, though with strict care this and
One of Mr. Jackson’s fine brood mares is three-(
dition
of
affairs
is
by
no
means
to
be
feared,
Or
by Abdallah, 1; fifth dam by Engineer II*
liability
can
be
averted
by
grazing
cat

With the new and improved imple
reiDB below the distance Nancy moved
we must adjust our prices to meet the Ella L. She is now eight years old and reins
There is no family gefted with more only
0
tle and sheep for short periods of time *ments that go along with beekeeping—
the bit and rushed off at a rate tha on
sired
by
Young
Rolfe.
Her
dam
was
upon
occasion.
It
is
a
note
of
warning
rather
was
i
on the growing alfalfa, but the main tthe smoker, mask, honey extractor and
uniform and early speed than the 0
seemed impossible to sustain. Doble object in the production of alfalfa is to cconvenient hives—honey raising is by no
Gen.* Knox, this making her standard it seei
family
to
which
she
belongs, than a note of alarm that I would utter, by G
nodded, the starter answered with the word mt
bred, This haif sister to Nelson is a bright noddei
the serious business it was thirty
make good hay.—Montana Farming and means
r
and she has proven that she is a race mare Our farmers and breeders must trim their bred.
those who timed the first eighth noted Li
with
black
points
and
weighs
900
and
th
Live Stock Journal.
y
years
ago. The flowers are scarcer,
sails
for
the
coming
storm.
This
fact
leems
bay
as well as a very fast youngster. The 81
----------h
however,
and bees have more diseases
the mare was going at a 2.04 gait even
She is perfectly sound and good that th
poun
thoroughbred in her pedigree is in infinite- t(to be the hardest in the whole range of pounds.
than
they used to have, which partly
early
in
the
mile.
S
disposition.
As
a
roadster
she
is
probathat
ea
Sound
Is
said
to
travel
over
700
miles
an
1
human
experience
for
them
to
learn.
If
I
in
die
simal doses and a long ways removed.
A
Aoi yet the sound of a cat yelling in the ccounterbalances the gain. The greatest
The first quarter was done in 31 seconds Aour,
wish to buy a barrel of flour or a ton of bly the
fi most powerful in this entire secThis list nrgbt be almosi indefinitely ex- w
back garden has been known to remain in Sgain is that a beekeeper can manage his
according
to
the
officials
;g
and
keeping
the
She
can
road
twelve
miles
an
hour
accord
coal
I
know
exactly
the
price
I
must
pay,
tion.
tended, but the instances cited are more Cl

one spot for five maddening hours.

j business now without getting stung ~

or making him lose his. Madam MonM I that a glance over her shoulder told her
drew a lonsr breath of satisfaction whe n that the fierce beast was slowly gaining
he asked Leon to Bring him Elis horst\ upon her.
otill her heart did not fail her. Boundbut their troublesome guest was sti![1
loath to part company with the beautii_ ing, leaping, dashing along, the girl kept
No
ful Pauline. Finally he announced hi s in her course. It was now a question of
readiness to depart, providing Paulin e endurance, for a quarter mile of level,
nose
would permit him to kiss her goodbjr( open country had enabled her to increase
as he phrased it, and with thi3 declarah the lead she had. Her strength was still
knows you
tion he seized the girl’s hand, but sh e intact. In fact, she began to feel a thrill
eluded his grasp and cried out laugh of pleasurable excitement in this danger
chew
ous sport of racing with a grizzly, when
tngly:
if you plan it
“Fie, Captain Roberts, how would yoia to her sorrow she saw that her further
like somebody to treat your daughter-_ advance was blocked by a turbulent
to use the
of whom you have told us—in this rud e Btream some twenty feet in width.
Swim she could not, and so it seemed
way?”
Planet
“Why, surely, Miss Pauline,” repliesj certain destruction to plunge into the
the officer, “a single kiss is not much t 0 seething, foaming flood. She halted,
turned, saw the fierce beast, from whose
ask.”
“I keep my kisses for my husband- jaws flew flakes of foam, not a hundred
when I get him,” laughed the maiden feet away. It was now a choice of deaths.
as she sprang aside to avoid another at Thoughts of mother, father, brother
again flitted tumultuously through her
tack.
mixed with a vague idea that the ’
The Englishman seemed really en ’ mind,
couraged by the opposition he was meet bear had suddenly halted.
And so it had. Worried by the at
ing with, and as Pauline’s dress hap''
pened to catch on the end of the pad tacks of Hector, the huge animal had
Tobacco.
wagon, he profited by the accident to en come to bay and was making frantic efcircle her waist with his arm, and wa; ‘ forts to strike the brave dog with its
in the very act of pressing his lips on the paw. But again the grizzly resumed the
A chew
girl’s cheek when a sharp blow from i chase. Pauline now stood hesitating
In the spring of 1875 Louis Morel, a vigorous palm fell with a resoundingJ upon the bank of the wild mountain
for the gods.»• worthy Alsatian farmer, weary of suba whack
’ stream watching the terrible beast as he
upon the Englishman’s face.
mitting to the vexatious restraints put
It was Madam Morel. With flashing drew near with an easy lope. Again the
Soothing,» upon
his language and liberty by the
ie eyes and cheeks red with indignatior’ dog succeeded in halting him when
masters of his land, sold what the Frenchwoman stood beside hin:1 within a few feet of her. She could see
refreshing;’. German
little property he had left and startedd ready with another dose of the same1 the glare of his eyes, hear the sound of
J his breath. It grew black before her.
*
makes youj for America with his entire family, conl* remedy.
“Good dog, seek him! seek him!” now
sisting of wife, son and daughter. Morel
“Come, come, Captain Roberts,” sheJ rang in her ears.
glad you1 was still in the prime of life, and his18 cried
out,
“
leave
the
girl
alone
or
I
’
ll
lei
The voice was a strange one; but the
wife Juliette seemed wonderfully young
feel what a heavy hand an indignant' sound
were born.• to be the mother of two such children as£8 you
of it lent her new courage.
mother
can
lay
on
an
evildoer.
”
“
Don
afraid, woman! Throw
■ Leon and Pauline. Leon was head andL
Sold* shoulders taller than his father and of Morel and his son burst into a hearty yourself’tonbeyour
face; play dead!” again
J laugh.
the voice rang out.
muscular build. Pauline, at
(Everywhere! I!| extremely
[
Roberts
growled
out
a
curse
at
the
’
Hardly knowing how, Pauline obeyed,
this time just entering her eighteenth
year, was a maiden of very winning ap1 woman’s impudence in striking one of ' and the next instant the grizzly’s hot
i breath came in puffs against her neck,
pearance, round and rosy and swift!’ her majesty’s officers. ”
“Then let her majesty provide officers1 and then she felt a crushing weight upon
___ >
footed as an Atalanta.
! her back. The grizzly had set his paw
The Morels had intended settling who have better manners.”
“Come, come, mother,” cried Morel, j upon her. Then the sharp crack of a
somewhere in Manitoba, where distant|
j
“
don
’
t
be
too
severe
on
the
captain.
He
[relatives of theirs had already preceded
rifle rang in her ears, followed by a deep
them, but hearing tales of the wonder, was only joking,” and producing his can roar of rage and pain, and the crushing
ful fortunes made in a single month by teen he invited Roberts to take a taste i weight was suddenly lifted from her
the gold seekers of British Columbia, of some good French brandy before back. Hector’s savage bark now told
they determined to push on to thatt mounting. This was an invitation that her that that faithful animal was hang
new el dorado, as father and son feltI Roberts never declined, but it was plain ing upon the flanks of the enemy and
confident
that their strong arms wouldj to be seen that he did not intend to for- holding him back. She pressed her lips
No starving required.
not be long in uncovering some of the get the treatment which he had received against the cool ground in silent prayer,
from Pauline and her mother. With the and waited for the sound of the strange
No poisonous medicines.
treasures in the valley of the Fraser.
aid of Morel the police officer was en- • vni<?A
Crossing
the
United
States
to
SeatNo hindrance to business or1 tie, in Washington Territory, the Morelss abled to scramble into his saddle and “Don’t stir! I’ll save you!” it now
here fitted themselves out with a goodI make his way safely to the government called out.
general habits.
The speaker, a handsome young man
pack wagon, horses, tents, camp uten- house, thanks to the intelligence of the
No ill effects following the sils, etc., and turned their faces north horse he was riding.
in hunting costume, was, however, sep
The next morning Leon turning to his arated from the girl by the swollen
ward. Fish and game were plentiful,
treatment.
and Leon and his father had no difficul-’ father asked him how long a halt he in- ■ creek. To wade or swim it meant to
I can send my treatmentit ty in supplying the moving householdI tended making. “Another day, at least,” ! make a landing possibly a hundred feet
with all the fresh meat it stood in needI was the reply; “the horses have not been ! down stream, and thus virtually abananywhere, with full instruc of.
Fruits and vegetables were always tethered in specially good feed lately 1 don the girl to her fate. A jump of
need a little rest. ”
twenty feet with a heavy rifle was like
tions, that will expel the worm, obtainable from the Indians and Chinese. and“We
shall never reach the mines, wise an impossibility. Seeing that the
The grandeur of the scenery, the wonhead and all, in about threeG derful purity of the air, the perfect se- father,” said Leon despondingly.
bear was seriously wounded and had
“Don’t get impatient, my boy,” cried turned his attention entirely to the at
g
curity
to
human
life
in
these
wild
re

hours, without sickness or the gions exercised a sort of fascination Morel encouragingly; “you shall have tacks of the dog, the hunter had an in
least danger.
upon the Morels. What they anticipated all the exercise with pickax and shovel stant to collect his thoughts. In that in
stant he had matured his plan. It was
would be a wearisome march through a that you want, take my word for it.”
The treatment is not un wilderness
“Well, I’m off for a little ‘prospect either to reach the girl, or, failing in
turned out to be one long
’ on my own hook,” replied Leon, this, to call to her to throw herself into
pleasant, the instructions notf pleasure trip, varied by laughable ad ing
swinging a pick across his shoulder the torrent, and then spring in and save
ventures of all kinds. True, there was and
!
hard to follow, and the resultsS plenty of hard work, but the Morels had he
\ trudged out of the little camp amid her. A wild grapevine hung from one
of the trees. To swing his rifle on his
been accustomed to that all their lives. the laughter of the others.
are absolutely certain.
The day was beautiful, and Pauline, back and sever the lower end of the vine
It was no hardship to them. The one
Send 2-cent stamp for pam- th in sr which astonished and charmed left to herself, strayed along the river was the work of a moment Then seiz
them was tne respect paid to women oy bank, accompanied only by one of ’the ing the loose end of the vine and draw
phlet and full particulars.
doe's which Morel had brought ing it down with his full weight he
these rough miners. They gazed upon hunting
!
with him from Seattle. One thifag ^fter ; cried, MHei^ I coine,” and leaped fear
Morel
’
s
wife
and
daughter
as
i^f
thankful
Forty years’ ^experience.
—first a cluster of gayly'colored lessly into the air, trusting that the re
Tor the privilege. As for Pauline, the another
j
leaves,
then a flower and afteif that a coil of the branch would land him safely
fame
of
her
beauty
usually
traveled
‘
DR. J. F. TRUE,
winged butterfly—enticed The girl on the other side, which it did, but, by
about thirty miles ahead of her, and at gold
f
Auburn, Maine. every small village up the Fraser val- to
1 continue her ramble. In this way she twisting in midair, the hunter was
drew away from the camp thrown heavily to the ground and some
ley she was sure to find some unknown gradually
I
jl 28-TFH
admirer waiting to get a. look at the 1without realizing the distance she had what stunned.
“beautiful French girl.”
(covered. While thus reveling in the
“Don’t stir!” he called out again, and
‘ As they drew near the mines of the beauties of the wild scenery a bird of the next instant a point blank shot from
plumage flew up in front of her the rifle laid bruin dead within ten feet
Cariboo they fell in with Captain Rob- rich
1
alighted upon a bush in plain sight. of Morel’s daughter.
erts, the chief of the mounted police of and
1
With face whiter than chalk the
h that district. Roberts’ reputation was Immediately the thought that she might
f not of the most savory sort. He was be able tc find its nest and secure the Frenchman rushed up in time to catch
known as a violent tempered man, ad- €eggs, which she doubted not would be the unconscious Pauline in his arms, as
dieted to the use of liquor and quarrel- 1most daintily spotted, led her to follow her rescuer raised her limp form frtm
crimson breasted trickster, which the ground.
some and unscrupulous when under the the
*
“Oh, never mind my name,” said the
influence of it. Roberts accepted the of
( course was simply engaged in leading stranger,
but Morel insisting, he replied
Morels’ invitation to partake of their the
‘ girl in the very opposite direction.
On, on, through bush and tall grass, with a smile, “Well, call me Timely.”
hospitality, and a halt was made be
That night the Morels were too much
neath a clump of towering silver firs. (over fallen trees and through networks of excited over the awful peril to which
trailing
vine,
followed
by
her
four
footed
He could scarcely believe his eyes when *
Pauline had been exposed to examine
Pauline made her way. The Leon’s specimen of gold ore.
he saw the ease and skill with which the oompanion,
c
i
feathered
will-o
’
-the-wisp,
uttering
plain

Morels cinched, tethered or hobbled their ! *
cries, as if it feared his pursuer
I horses, put a load on a pack mule with a tive
t
genuine “squaw hitch” or “diamond 1was upon the very point of seizing his
hitch,” cut poles and pitched a tepee, 1nest, hopped from branch to branch, disits beautiful plumage in ever
elung a kettle, skinned a deer or made a I’ playing
I
lights. Pauline, intoxicated
trout ready for broiling. Good feeling I’ changing
c
the increasing hope of coming upon
ran high at dinner, although the banter with
x
' and chaff were sometimes a little bit too the prize, bounded along like a nymph
of the woods, the cries of the bird and
acid to be perfectly safe.
of the dog serving to keep her
“I thought you French people lived on barking
*
mind from all thoughts of the camp left
frogs!” exolaimed Roberts.
behind. Suddenly the dog halted,
“So we did up to the battle of Water- miles
c
loo,” replied Morel, good naturedly, “but ' and
a raising his nose high in the air gave
’ now we eat roast beef.”
i; 1unmistakable signs of scenting the pres
of some enemy, for he whined nerv
I
“Speaking of Waterloo,” cried the ence
e
and fixed his intelligent eyes upon
> Englishman, “what a fortunate thing it ously
®
Send 10 cents for a subscription to a lively
’s face with a puzzled look.
i was we crushed that monster Napoleon.” i Pauline
*
matrimonial journal for old and young. Ad
dress Orange Blossoms, 1 .irmouthport, Mass.
I
“Yes,” answered Morel, “it was for- |I “Good dog, Hector I” said the young
luneOTFHly
for the first time realizing the dan
I tunate for you that one of his own gen- iI girl,
£
ger
of
her
position,
and
then
patting
him
I erals betrayed him, for otherwise he e
I would have beaten you at Waterloo, and I on
J the head she murmured, “What is it,
I after that”---II 1Hector; what do you see?”
sank lifeless into a pair
The animal replied with a low, anxious The next instant
of stout arms.
i
“What?” cried Roberts.
1
“He would have swallowed your little ’ vwhine and with the same inquiring look
It was about noon the next day when
Pauline’s face. Suddenly the low Leon Morel returned from the govern
; island at a single gulp,” added the French- II into
11
ji vwhine changed into a growl, and the ment house, whither he had gone to con
i man with a chuckle.
“Stuff!” growled the Englishman; iog
* showed his teeth in such a threaten fer with the gold commissioner in rela
i “England has never been whipped by ing
“ manner that Pauline no longer tion to the entry of his mining claim,
i doubted the presence of some dangerous which he had staked out and pre-empted
any nation in the world”---'
“How about the Americans?” inter- beast in the underbrush. While stand under the name of “The Pauline.” He
! rupted Morel, with a sly glance at his ing
11 there revolving in her mind whether found his parents and sister conferring
I the best thing for her to do was not to over some very weighty matter, to judge
' Bon.
“We were not whipped, sir,” cried • turn and flee in the opposite direction from their pale and anxious faces.
trust to her swiftness of foot to
“Hello, what’s up?” shouted Leon as
Roberts in a stentorian tone. “We and
ft
make her escape, the girl was suddenly he swung himself out of his saddle.
simply abandoned the contest.”
“Captain Roberts has been here.”
“Abandoned the contest! Ha, ha, ha, transfixed with fear at seeing a large
grizzly rise on his haunches not twenty
“Well?” was Leon’s quick word of inba!” roared the Frenchman.
feet
from
her,
with
open
mouth
and
two
luiry.
“You Frenchmen are monkeys!” exrows of terrible teeth shining like bur “He came to make a formal demand
claimed Roberts, losing his temper.
ivory in the uncertain light of the for Pauline’s hand,” continued Morel.
“And you Englishmen are—are”— but nished
E1
Madam Morel’s hand had stopped his forest depths. Pauline’s limbs bent un
of course, you refused!” cried
der her and she had great difficulty to ;he“Which,
mouth completely.
young man indignantly.
overcome
an
inclination
to
throw
herself
“Come, come, gentlemen,” she cried
“He assured us that he is the owner of
on her face and welcome the uncon mining
gayly, “keep cool; you’ll spoil your di- 01
claims worth several hundred
sciousness
which
seemed
to
be
playing
gestion. I hate quarreling. Here’s to s<
thousand dollars”---with
her
thoughts.
the health of old England, under whose
“What, father,” interrupted Leon,
But all at once she recollected mother, “can
flag we are as safe in the wilderness as
it be you entertained his proposi
father,
brother,
and
something
whis

in the city park.”
tion?”
“Bravo!” cried the Englishman. “And pered to her that she must not throw her
“Gently, gently, my son!” said Morel.
here’s to La Belle France, that gives us ife away. Turning about and making •Tm wiser than you in these worldly
the best wine and the most beautiful 1i great effort, she regained possession of matters. Captain Roberts is a man of
tier will power and bounded off like an position and power in the province and a
women in the world!”
irrow, calling out to Hector to follow dangerous man to have for an enemy. I
This last pull at his canteen roused 41
her. In an instant the bear started in tried not to offend him. I thrust myself
Roberts’ worst passions, and he began pursuit
Had there been a clearing, the down and told him that a farmer’s daugh
making love to Pauline with more ardor rwift
j
footed
would have had no ter would not make a proper wife for a WANTFn Good Canvasser; salary and exdiscretion. The young girl bore difficulty in Pauline
vi Mn I
pensesfrom start; steady work:
distancing her pursuer, but . British officer of rank and wealth.”
Children Ctyfcl than
good chance for advancement. BROWN
herself ^with admirable judgment, re- the
J long, wiry
grass
and
at
times
thick
BROS.
CO.,
Nurserymen,
Rochester. N.Y.
To be Continued.
oulsinsT him without losing: her temper Lunderbrush so inmeded her movements ■
818-d-XSm
Pitcher’s Castoria.
HI

TAPE-WORM

When Baby was sick, we ga^e her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria

TELEGRAPHIC BREVITIES.

A famine riot occurred at Morlia, Tex.
Minister Lincoln is coming home soon.
Mrs. Harrison’s condition is about thei
same.
A fatal balloon accident occurred near
Peoria, Ills.
All the fine grade paper mills have shut
down for one week.
Cholera reports show a decrease in the
ravages of the disease.
A free fight took place in a Lutheran
church at Bayport, Mich.
Rev. Samuel Longfellow, brother of the
poet, died at Portland, Me.
Webster, the New York murderer, wasi
sentenced to nineteen years in jail.
The cornerstone of the Church of the
Messiah, Auburndale, Mass., was laid.
The assistant freight cashier of the?
Pennsylvania railroad is short in his ac•
counts.
Maine Baptists are in large numbers at
Waterville, to attend the Baptists’ anni
versaries.
The Commercial Travelers’ association‘
intends to test the new Massachusetts
mileage law.
Five hundred Gilbert islanders were?
landed at San Benito, Mex., to work un.
der the contract system.
Achesson & Harden’s linen warehouse5
In Belfast, Ire., was almost entirely des
troyed by fire; loss 20.000 pounds.
Guy Hilms, a rich farmer at Fremont,
la., shot and killed his two cousins, Byron’
and Barney Clark. It was the result of at
family feud.
James Spurgeon, brother of the late■
Charles Spurgeon and one of the present
aspirants to the London Tabernacle pas
torate, is critically ill.
The Amalgamated association hai de
clared off the strike at the Catasauqua1
rolling mill, Allentown, Penn., which was’
Inaugurated Jnly 1, 1891.
There was another frost on Cape Cod,
and that part of the cranberry crop which‘
remained unharvested and impossible to
be flowed received considerable nipping.
Charles H. Robinson, storekeeper for
the Maine Central railway, fell dead from1
apoplexy, near the Union station, Port
land, Me. He was about 70 years of age.
Ardon W. Coombs denies that he is a1
candidate for the superior court judgeship’
In Cumberland county, Me., to succeed1
Judge Bonney, whose term expires in a1
few days.
Fred H. Whipple, who is charged with
swindling electrical concerns all over the5
country,was before the court at Pittsfield,
Mass., and was held in $3000 for the grand
jury.
At Springfield, Mass., verdicts of guilty
were rendered in the case of Albert Dean1
of Monson, charged with assault with a'
dangerous weapon and that against John
Flaherty of Springfield for adultery.
Newport (R. I.) Catholics are arranging’
for the observance of Columbus day.
One feature of their celebration will prob
ably be a torchlight parade, in which
every male Catholic able to march will
participate.
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KEPT HIS AGREEMENT.
A Suicide Discloses the Existence of a
Suicide Club in Gotham.

New York, Oct. 4.—J. B. Moorehead,

Changes on the License Ques- a theatrical manager, 21 years old, was Doings at the Meeting of New
found dead in his bed yesterday afternoon,
1
tion Balance Each Other.
York League Democrats.
he having committed suicide by shooting
!

t|
---BIG DEMOCRATIC GAIN AT DANBURY,
iBut Republicans—
Evidently Hold Their
jj

. i

Own at Other Places.

-------

Hartford, Oct. 4.—-The town election
was an exceedingly quiet one. The Demolerats elected all their men by majorities
averaging about 900, the Republicans taking only such places as are reserved for
minority representation. Fearing that
the friends of Mrs. Smith, the city missionary, might be working to defeat First
Selectman Fowler, who recently published
the report on baby farming, reflecting on
the city mission, hundreds of Republicans
pasted Mr. Fowler’s name on their ticket.
He went in on a majority of over 2200.
: The vote was light in all sections. The
Republicans carried everything in South
ington and Windsor. Winchester voted
no license for the first time in several
years. The entire Republican ticket was
elected there. Manchester voted license
the first time in a dozen years. The Democrats elected the selectmen. Bristol
changed from license to no license.
The return s from 16 out of the 27 towns
in Hartford county show no material po
litical changes. The Republicans maintain the gains made a year ago. The
changes on the license question seem to
balance each other.
Around New Haven.

New Haven, Oct. 4.—The town elections
In this vicinity resulted in little or no
change in the political complexion of the
town governments. Seymour went Reipublican and Wallingford is Democratic
by a safe majority. In Guilford the Demo
crats elected first selectman on a local
issue, but the balance of the Republican
ticket in this town is elected by about 40
majority. The town meeting voted $15,000
for a new town hall. East Haven elected
a Republican majority of the board of
selectmen. The town voted “no license”
by a vote of 92 to 67.
Republicans Gain at Waterbury.

Waterbury, Conn., Oct. 4.—-The town
and city election here was vigorously con
tested, due to internal dissensions among
the Democracy. The result indicates a
large gain for the Republicans on the
town and city ticket. This means that
the better element of the Democracy repudiates dishonorable methods used by
those who control the primaries.
But Few Changes.

himself in the left breast.
A letter addressed to the coroner was
opened by that official, who was some
what staggered by its contents. Here is
the letter:
1.45 a. m., Oct. 8,1892.
Coroner of New York city:
Dear Sir—I have committed suicide as per
elub. Please give verdict to such effect and
oblige
J. B. Moorehead.

The coroner learned that Nestor Lennon,
an actor, could probably explain the curi
ous epistle he had received. Lennon was
summoned and told the coroner that
there was a suicide club in the city.
Moorehead, he said, was a member, and
he also belonged to it. He said that was
the reason Moorehead shot himself and
added that the dead man was compelled to
do ft. In speaking of the workings of the
club Lennon said: “Each member, on
joining, is compelled to fix the date at
which they are to take their own life.
Moorehead’s hour had arrived. By a
special rule of the club he was offered a ten
year parole, but he refused to accept it,
being determined to keep his agreement.”
Lennon refused to tell more of the
suicide club or the ctrcu instances
under which Mr. Moorehead had joined.
Moorehead was a native of Philadelphia
and was possessed of a fortune worth sev
eral hundred thousand dollars. He was
of a hopeful disposition and his friends
know of no reason for his self-destruc
tion. They are inclined to believe in his
membership in a suicide club.
WON’T STAND A CUTDOWN.
Employes Threaten to Make Trouble for
Cincinnati Street Car Lines.

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.—There is a threat
ened strike among the street railroad mo
tormen, linemen and electricians. Many
of the cars on the Eden Park electric,
Colerain Avenue electric, East End electric
and Avondale electric roads were visited
yesterday by men formerly employed by
the Eden Park line, who stated their
grievances and urged the motormen to go
out with them on a general strike. The
electricians who have been employed on
the Eden Park line formerly received $2.25
a day for twelve hours’ work, six days
constituting a week’s work. For all over
time they received 25 cents an hour.
Saturday night, when the linemen went
to receive their wages, they were told that
in the future they would be paid at the
rate of $1.65 a day, and that they would be
required to work on Sundays and at night
when required, without extra pay. The
men took their last week’s pay, and seven
immediately resigned. Yesterday nine
more handed in their resignations. The
others held a meeting and decided to re
fuse to accept the reduction, and woJB.
demand increased pay.

Norwich, Conn., Oct. 4.—The town
TAR ANI) FEATHERS
elections in eastern Connecticut show a
few changes from last year. Preston and
iMontville, usually Democratic,are carried Applied to an Old Fellow Whose Ac
Sullivan Denies the Boston Story.
tions Displeased Respectable Citizens.
by the Republicans. Putnam changes
New York, Oct. 4.—John L. Sullivan from license to no license, and Windham
, Conn., Oct. 4.—Myra Miller
was asked by a United Press reporter if it and Stonington from no license to license. is Stamford
a comely young woman of about 25,
was true that he had expressed a desire Other towns, so far as reported, remain whose
husband, George, died four years
for another match with Corbett. He em about as last year.
ago. She is a daughter of Richard Sco
phatically denied that he had any such in
Favorable to Republicans.
field, who died last week, and who was a
tention. He was heartily sick of the ring,
Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 4.—The town highly respected farmer in Long Ridge.
he said. He said that he was never in
better condition in his life than when he election resulted favorably to the Repub Myra has been wayward, and while in
licans by the usual majority. Stratford, Stamford she became acquainted with
stepped into the ring with Corbett.
Birmingham and Naugatuck went Repub Henry A. Albion, a shoemaker, aged 60,
—
lican, being usually Democratic, while whose wife has long been an invalid. Al
Stamford, Trumbull and Fairfield gave bion has several children and grandchil
dren.
$50.00 for 25 Cents.
the usual Democratic majorities.
Myra was accustomed to visit her.
Mr, J. B. Stannard, a prominent horsemanL
Democrats Carry Danbury.
mother,
a devout and respected woman, at
who resides at Scio, N. Y., writes under date5
Danbury, Conn., Oct. 4.—The Demoof Sept. 17th as follows: •• I received a sample’ crats carried the town election by 700 ma Long Ridge, and Albion occasionally
called
on
her there. Saturday night he
box of Quinn’s Ointment last March. I used jority, the largest in the history of the
it on a valuable colt that had strained his’ town. They were victorious in every one of went up there and remained at Mrs. Sco
hock, causing a large puff. 1 had tried nu-’ i the four wards. Three of the wards were field’s all night. On Monday a number of
merous remedies, highly recommended, but- never Democratic before, and the town has Long Ridge people met and determined to
vent their outraged feelings upon Albion.
all failed to benefit the colt. The puff seemed1 previously gone Republican.
So a dozen men met at the village black
to increase in size until I applied Quinn’s
A Big Vote Polled.
smith’s shop and proceeded to the house.
Ointment, which, has entirely removed it, and
New Milford, Conn., Oct. 4.—New MilThey called Albion out and forced him
the leg is smooth and sound. I would not' ford threw the largest vote ever polled at
have the puff back for $50.00.” Quinn’s Oint a town election, and the Democratic ma- to go to the woods near by, where they
ment is endorsed by the leading breeders‘ jori ty was greatly decreased. Washington made him disrobe, then despite his cries
from Maine to California. Send 25 cents for went Democratic, as usual. Roxbury for mercy, covered him with coal tar and
feathers. They were going to ride him on
trial box. Regular size $1.50, delivered. Ad cast a light vote, making a small Demoa rail, but did not, as he promised to leave
dress W. B. Eddy A Co., Whitehall, N. Y., un’ cratic gain.
at once and started on foot for Stamford,
less you can obtain from your druggist.
These Towns Are Republican.
eight miles away.
Birmingham, Conn., Oct. 4.—The towns
The woman walked here yesterday, as
A Safe Investment.
Is one which is guaranteed to bring you of Derby, Ansonia, Seymour and Hunt the farmers would not give her a ride.
ington went Republican. Derby has been The Long Ridge people came here to vote,
satisfactory results, or in case of failure a ret strongly Democratic until yesterday, and boasted of their exploit. The names
urn of purchase price- On this safe plan you when the election was carried by the Re of the men are withheld, but it is said
can buy from our advertised Druggist a bottle publicans by 100 majority.
they have $50*.X) behind them to fight legal
of Df. King s New Discovery for Consump
proceedings. Long Ridge is a remarkably
A Democratic Gain.
tion It is guaranteed to bring relief in every
Rockville, Conn., Oct. 4.—In the town quiet hamlek_______________
case when used for any affection of Throat.
Lungs,or chest, Bronchits, Asthma, Whooping election here and in Vernon the Demo
TWO FIRES VISIT HULL.
Cough, Croup, etc., etc. It is Peasant and crats made a gain of 350, reducing the Re
agreoable • to teste, perfectly safe, and can publican majority to 34. The Democrats The First Destroys Five Buildings, the
always be depended upon.
Second a Big Hotel.
elected their ticket in Ellington by an in
Trial bottles free at E. H. Gernsh’s Drugstore creased majority. The Republicans made
1
Lisbon St T^ewisteD
Hull, Mass., Oct. 4.—This town re
small gains in Tolland.
ceived a scorching and a bad scare last
Republicans Win.
night. Two fires occurred, one after the
Norwich, Conn., Oct. 4.—The town of other had burned itself out. The first one
Windham, including the borough of destroyed five buildings, including two
Willimantic, elpcts Republican town gov grocery stores, a restaurant, a market and
ernments. Last year it was Democratic. a plumbing shop. The second fire de
The town also changes from no license to stroyed the St. Cloud Hotel, a five-story
frame structure and several of its out
license by 404 majority.
buildings. The loss on this building was
Orange is Solid for Democrats.
New Haven,
Oct. 4.—The town last night estimated at $25,000.
HOUSES FOR SALE.
The general belief is that the fires were
of Orange, in which Savin Rock, a popular
No. 1.-Brown gel ding, 4 years old; 15.2; 100i summer resort, is located, goes solidly of incendiary origin. Three times before
lbs. This 1h a very rich looking horse, one o Democratic, and votes for license by a within the past six months have attempts
been made to burn the buildings destroyed
the most pleasing roadsters, and can pace i majority of 146.
by the first fire last night. These fires are
’85 clip_____ _
Politics in Tennessee.
Cincinnati, Oct. 4.—A special to The the most destructive which have visited
No. 2.-Chestnut mare, 5 years old; 15 8
1025 lbs. Handsome and bloodlike; very easj Post from Nashville says: A disgraceful Hull in the past eight years and they
caused the greatest excitement that the
and fast roadster; can show a 50 clip.
occurrence took place at Blountville, town
has known since the great storm in
where
Governor
Buchanan
was
speaking
No 3 —Bay mare, 4 years old; 15.8; F50 Jbs
November, 1888.
in
behalf
of
the
People
’
s
party.
A
crowd
She is very clean looking, nice coated, anc
Misery for Belgian Workmen.
has a head and neck of rare beauty. oheiBf of tough Democrats were among his hear
free roadster, nice gaited, and fit lor carry al ers, and, not liking what he said, they
Brussels, Oct. 4.—Fifteen thousand
or buggy.
_____
threw a lot of rotten eggs, tomatoes, etc., cotton looms in Ghent have been stopped,
No. 4.—’’eal brown gelding, 10 years old at the governor. The meeting broke up in conseouence of the stagnation of trade.
The stoppage will cause great misery
________
15 1 • 950 lbs. A horse of extremely nice pro in disorder.
i>ortion* very neat in every point; a very
among the working people, as the dull
Democratic Kick In Nebraska..
powerful little horse, an untiring roadster
ness of trade for several months has pre
and can pace a *35 clip.
St. Louis, Oct. 4.—A telegram from vented their making the usual savings for
Omaha says Governor Boyd has left for the winter.________________
No. 5.—Beautiful dark gray gelding, 5 years New York. He represents the element of
old* 16.2; ln50 lbs. A very shapy, fine looking
Forger Gottleib Sentenced.
horse and roadster, suitable lor carryall oi Nebraska Democracy who are dissatisfied
N
ew York, Oct. 4.—Lawyer Henry
with
the
distribution
of
campaign
fan*
i.
buggy.
____ _
It is asserted that if they cannot persua< e Gottleib, who was' recently convicted of
No, e.—Bay mare, 16 hands; 1100 lbs. ’SOclif the national committee to change the forgery in the second degree, was sen
present plans the state ticket will be with tenced to five years in state prison. A
motion for a new trial was denied by the
No 7 —Bay stallion, 6 years old; 15.3; 110C drawn.
________
lbs. ’Can show mile better than 2 40.
judge._________________
Mr. Lilley Accepts.

ELLIOTT’S

Maine Horse Agency

Big Legal 'Tenders Are scarce.

No. 8.—Bay mare Rosa Morrill, 10
ol<L
Lowell, Mass., Oct 4.—0. S. Lilley of
Washington, Oct.
■ire, Winthrop Morrill; 1st dam by Dolbieiis this city has formally withdrawn his de
Ethan Allen, 2d dam by Flying baton. In
tary Nettleton has
foal to Bayard.Wilkes. Has produced six clination of the nomination for attorney that there is but one
general by the Democrats, and consents to outstanding and but
foals.
No. 9.—All-Rosa. First prize
at
Maine Slate Fair for standard bred foal of
1892. Sire, All-So 2.201 (exhibition furlong
in 15J sec.). 1st dam, Rosa Morrill (see above).
--------- .4X8
No. 10.—Bay colt by All-So. 2.20J ; 1st dam,
Nelsonia, by Nelson 2.10; 2d dam by 8oyer s
Mambrino Pilot; 8d dam by Tom Ilal, 4tb
dam bv Grey Eagle. Nelsonia was awarded
first premium for htandarJ-bred brood mare
of any age at Maine State Fair, 1892.

Have many others for sale, including large
bay mare by Nelson, bay yearling by
colts by Messenger Milkes 2.23, Bftyftrd.\^m
2 281 (exhibition furlong In 15 sec ) , and brood
mares and foals by Maine’s best stallions.
4®- Write for full descriptions.

F. B. ELLIOTT,
g25.TFiitf

BOWDOINHAM, MAINE.

THE POLITICAL ARENA.

4.—Assistant Secre
advised an inquirer
$10,000 legal tender
three $5000 legal ten
run.
der notes outstanding. Originally there
Bay State Politics.
were $40,000,000 worth of $10,000 and $20,Boston, Oct. 4.—A meeting of the Scan 000,000 of $5000 notes, but the remainder
dinavian Republican league was addressed have been redeemed.
JL»emocrat8~ca.rry menaen.
by ex-Governor Long, Candidate for Lieu
tenant-Governor Wolcott and others.
Meriden, Conn., Oct. 4.—The Demo
John F. Cronin was nominated for semv crats carried the town election here by an
tor by the Eighth Suffolk district Demo average plurality of 450. Only a light
crats.
vote was polled, the Republicans making
no figl^t.
Louis XII died a quiet, painless death
Ad Embarrassment of Richer.
amid the universal sorrow of the nation,
by whom he was termed “The Father of
Plumduff—Has that charming widow
the People.”
any property?
Ketchum— Yes, a lot.
Within the last twenty-five years the
Plumduff—Real estate or personal?
discovery of the relation of microbes to in
Ketchum—Personal—six children.- -Boa
fectious diseases has led to efforts for the Im Globe.
substitution of burnjng for burial.

MR. FOULKE OUT FOR CLEVELAND.

David Martin Not Afraid of Demo
cratic Newspaper Attacks.
New York, Oct. 4.—The convention of
the New York State League of Democratic
clubs drew a big crowd to Chickering hall
yesterday. Most of the persons in at
tendance, in addition to the delegates,
were attracted to the place in the hope of
seeing and hearing ex-President Cleve
land.
The convention was called to order by
John Boyd Thacher, president of the
league. He was received with applause,
and his reference to the growth and the
work of the league called forth an en
thusiastic demonstration.
The attendance was smaller than had
been anticipated. The limitation of rep
resentation being three delegates from
every 100 members, it was anticipated
that there would be nearly 3000 delegates
present, but the actual attendance did not
reach one-sixth of that number.
Mr. Thacher introduced as permanent
presiding officer of the convention, Hon.
William Sulzer of New York. He deliv
ered a short address, in which he assailed
the “manufacturer’s perverted statis
tics,” and said the rates of wages were
controlled by the inexorable laws of sup
ply and demand. Protection, he declared,
had nothing to do with wages, but had a
great deal to do with profits and dividends
of manufacturers and trusts. The re
mainder of his speech was devoted to an
attack on the force bill. An incidental
reference to Senator Hill and his advice to
“organize” elicited loud applause.
A resolution to continue the present offi
cers of the league for next year elicited a
vigorous protest and was overwhelmingly
voted down.
The Platform

was then read and adopted. It reiterates
its faith in the principles of the Demo
cratic party and deems it unnecessary to(
add anything further regarding the para
mount issue “since no exposition of it can
be so masterful as the admirable letter of>
acceptance of Grover Cleveland, and the
great Brooklyn speech of David B. Hill.”
The platform then denounces the “force
bill” at length; upbraids the Republican
party for bringing to this city David Mar
tin of Philadelphia, to look after its inter
est, describing him as a “ruffian” at the
polls, a manipulator of ballot boxes and
dispensor of corruption funds; denounces
the federal administration of Benjamin
Harrison and concludes by endorsing the
candidates nominated by the Democratic
national convention at Chicago.
After the adoption of the platform,
Charles E. Brown, president of the Young
Men’s|Afro-American league, spoke briefly.
The chairman then introduced ex-Senator
Linson, who made a long speech. After
eulogizing Cleveland, he said: “Now that
the fight is waxing the hottest, and the
reserves are being brought up on either
side, and the c annonading of the heavy
artillery can be heard all along the line,
at the head the old i uard of a thousand battles waves the lume of the great
leadei of Democracy of the Empire state—
David Bennett Hill.” At the end of the
speech the com nittee on credentials re
ported
The report was unanimously
adopted.
Hon. Amos J. Cummings then ad
dressed the assemblage, after which the
convention proceeded to the
Election of Officers.

John Boyd Thacher of Albany was
chosen president by acclamation. John
H. V. Arnold was also elected by acclama
tion as first vice-president. For second
vice-president Bernard J. Degnan of Kings
was elected. Herman Ammend, William
E. Gross and Hon. Ferd Levi were elected
third, fourth and fifth vice-presidents of
the league, respectively.
The other officers elected were: Secre
tary, Edmund C. Stanton; treasurer, Hon.
Perry Belmont. After the election of an
executive committee, eleven delegates to
attend the National League of Democratic
Clubs were next elected.
Hon. Charles Tracy moved a vote of
thanks to the presiding officer, which was
carried with enthusiastic cheers, ^nd the
convention then adjourned.
A Talk with Dave Martin.

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.—David Martin
was in the city yesterday and later left for
New York. He laughed when asked
whether he had noticed the attacks upon
him by some of the New York Democratic
papers.
“One of the papers says it will drive you
out of New York,” remarked a reporter.
“Well, they have not done it yet and
they won’t do it, either,” was Mr. Martin’s
reply.
“They charge you are colonizing men in
New York, Connecticut and New Jersey
to vote next month.”
“That’s nonsense. Nobody would at
tempt that. I am helping the national
committee to prevent Democratic fraud.
That’s what they don’t like.”
“What are the prospects for Republican
success?”
“First rate. Everything is very en
couraging. ’ ’
_______
THINKS

HIMSELF EMPEROR.

Grandson of Dom Pedro Becomes Insane
and Creates an Exciting Scene.

A REPORTED COMPROMISE

. ACTIVITY AT WOBURN.

To Be Shortly Effected in the Famous
Barnaby Will Case.

Providence, Oct. 4.—It is reported in
legal circles that there is a possibility of“f Her 250th Birthday Will Be Cela compromise in the Barnaby will case.
ebrated in Grand Style.
The attorneys for the Conrads and Miss!s
Maude Barnaby, it is said, have made a
proposition whereby all opposition to thee
probating of the will of the late Mrs.'• SECRETARY FOSTER WILL ATTEND.
Josephine A. Barnaby will be withdrawn,L,
------------except to the legacy to Dr. T. Thatcherr
Graves. It is declared that the heirs andj
the other legatees have agreed to allowv Final Preparations for the Two Days
the will to stand, and that they will unitee
in <»n effort to throw out the $25,000 be
of Enjoyment.
quest to the doctor. Counsel on both sides8
e
-----------refuse to confirm or deny the truth of the
alleged compromise._________
Woburn, Mass., Oct. 4 .—All is bustle
Held Without Bail.
Fall River, Mass., Oct. 4. —Mauricee and stir among the members of the variKenneally was arranged in the districtI- ous committees of Woburn’s 250th annicourt on a charge of killing John Ken[_ yersary celebration, and everything points
nedy, his brother-in-law, by stabbing hima toward a successful celebration in every
in the abdomen with a knife. He was nott respect. The arrangements are practically
represented by counsel, but pleaded not completed, with the exception of a few
guilty and said he was ready for trial. The® minor details. The city is being decorated
government was not ready to proceed, and1 in gala attire, and even now the center is
asked and was granted a continuance un5  resplendent in brilliant colors. The fire
til Thursday morning. Kenneally was re
department is preparing to make a fine
manded without bail. _____
appearance in the parade, the companies
Needed Looking After.
not now having uniforms having ordered
Newport, R. I., Oct. 4.—A Jew named
Hatch has been about this city for a dayy new ones, so that all will be provided.
or two, declaring himself to be Christ. The five new hose wagons are completed
Yesterday he was adjudged insane by thee and were delivered to the respective hose
court, and will be cared for by the state.j. houses on Saturday. The steam fire enOne and one-half years ago he appeared in1 gine has been repainted and polished, and
Tiverton, and made a murderous attack all the apparatus is being put in perfect
order.
upon a man n^med Cook._____
Across Pleasant street from the ComBeheaded by an Electric.
, mon to near the front of the Unitarian
Attleboro, Mass., Oct. 4. — JosephI church
Leary, 17 years of age, was thrown fromII
A Mammoth Arcli
a horse which he was riding on Washing is being erected, which will be decorated
ton street, his head going in front of the and appropriately inscribed. A special
wheels of an electric car on the Interstate committee has been appointed by the
road, and he was instantly killed.
executive committee to prepare a com
plete program of the celebration exercises,
Peck’s Case Again.
Albany, Oct. 4.—In the court of sesj- and the committee on reception and in
sions the Peck case was up for a decisionti formation will issue an outline program,
as to the quashing of the criminal indictb- which will also contain information in
ment against C. E. Peck and E. E. Rogers.j. regard to railroad trains, historic localiJudge Clute said: “The motion to quashh ties, etc. This committee will erect a
the indictment is denied. It is the dutyy booth near the railroad station, where
of the grand jury to investigate any al1- strangers arriving in the city can obtain
leged offense.” This matter was postt- one of these and such information as he
may require.
poned until Thursday.
__
A letter has been received by Judge
Killed in a Prize Fight.
Edward F. Johnson, chairman of the banSioux City, la., Oct. 4.—William Duffy, quet committee, from Hon. John W.
better known as “Billy the Kid,” wass Foster, secretary of state, who is
knocked out at the Fashion theater, a
To Represent President Harrison.
notorious resort in Covington, Neb., byy
It
reads as follows:
Jack|Keefe, a heavyweight, after au easy
Department of state,
I
five-round contest, and died within an„
Washington, Oct. 1, 1892. j
hour. Keefe and all the seconds are under
!r Edward F. Johnson, Woburn, Mass.:
arrest awaiting the decision of the corr
My Dear Sir—I am in receipt of your let
ter of the 29th ultimo, and thank you very
oner’s jury.________________

much for the information contained therein*
which seems to cover all points desired by me.
I expect to leave Washington on Thursday,
Bank Wrecker Dann Dies on the Day
y the 6th., on the 3:15 p. m. train, through car,
He Was to Have Been Tried.
which is due in Boston at 6:45 a. m. I hope to
able to take a return train from Boston for
Buffalo, Oct. 4.—Edward S. Dann dted(j be
New York on Friday night, after the exercises
last evening at his home on Delaware av are
over. Thanking you for the cordial exenue. He was to have been tried in thee pression in your letter, I am
supreme court yesterday on sixteen inl"
Very truly yours,
dictments, charging him with perjury,r,
John W. Foster.

WAS

IT suicide?

robbery and forgery, in wrecking the Na
tional Savings bank of Buffalo.
The death of the notorious defaulter has
created a sensation here, and the generallyy
accepted theory as to the nature of the
mysterious illness is that Dann committedd
suicide, taking a heavy dose of morphine,3*
or some other poison. The physicianss
who attended him declare, on the conv
trary, they believe that he suffered aa
stroke of apoplexy, and predict that the
Le
post-mortem examination will confirm11
their theory. The cases against Arml"
strong and McCredie, alleged accomplices9
of Dann* will be pushed, regardless of the6
latter’s death.
____ ‘
COLONEL

The Program

for the city celebration will be as follows:
Thursday, athletic sports from 8.30 to
10:30 a.m.; literary exercises at 11; children’s entertainment in the afternoon, and
a reception and ball in the evening. On
Friday the exercises will begin with a
grand civic and military parade, which
will start at 9:30 a. m. Captain E. F.
Wyer has been appointed chief mars al of
the parade, which will consist of five divisions: Military, civic, firemen’s floats and
trades. On Friday even in, a banquet will
take place and several ban d concerts will

be given In different parts of the city.
2, Seriously Wouni'
Treasurer, But Are
CANADAYS SUICIDE.
Finally Run Down and Captured.

Airing of His Business Relations May
ty
Lead to Sensational Developments.

ie
Washington, Oct. 4.—An echo of the
sensational suicide of Colonel W. P. Cana.
d
aday, ex-sergeant-at-arms of the United
-y
States senate, was heard in the equity
court of the District of Columbia yester
day. An answer was filed by the attorr.
neys for John C. Callahan, collector of
ilj
Colonel Canaday’s estate,to the complaint
4
of John Q. A. Houghton, the alleged
r>
partner of the suicide. In his answer, Mr.
Callahan denies that any partnership ex
isted between Canaday and Houghton,j*
and avers that Houghton was not a man
of means and had not at any time such aa
10
sum of money as he said at the time of the
y
suicide was appropriated by Canaday.
Affidavits are appended to the answer too
show that Houghton badgered and wor
ried Canaday, and that the only busiiivoa*
relations between the two men concerned’j
a company for the manufacture of a but
ton-hole machine. The Intimation is made
U
that some sensational developments will
lite heard._______________
PREACHER^ AND WAITER.
Death

r,
of Rev.
Samuel Longfellow,
Brother of the Poet.

Portland, Me., Oct. 4.—Rev. Samuel>1
Longfellow died here yesterday. Mr.«
Longfellow was born in this city June 18,
1819, was graduated at Harvard in 1839;g
And at the divinity school there in 1846.j.
He first accepted a call to a church at FallI
River in 1848, but in 1853 became thee
[pastor of a Unitarian congregation infl
'Brooklyn. In 1860 he resigned his chargee
and went abroad. On his return he re
sided at Cambridge, Mass., continuing too
preach, but having no pastoral charge tilld
|in 1878 he became the minister of a church
tin Germantown, Pa. In 1882 he again re
turned to Cambridge. In addition to0
I writing several essays that appeared ina
The Radical, and many hymns that have0
[a place in other collections than his own,
he compiled, in association with Rev.’
Samuel Johnson, “A Book of Hymns,””
irevised edition entitled “Hymns of thee
Spirit.” He published a “Book of Hymnss
and Tunes” for congregational* use, and aa
small volume for the vesper service that
he had instituted. He was also the editor,•
in connection with T. W. Higginson, off
“Thalatta, a Book for the Seaside,” a col
lection of poetry, partly original. His*
latest publications were the “Life of Henr"
Wadsworth Longfellow” and “Fins
Memorials of Henry W. Longfellow.” Hi
home was in Cambridge, Mass. He was
brother of th® poet.

Vienna, Oct. 4.—Prince Peter of Co
burg, grandson of Dom Pedro, suddenly
went crazy yesterday. His room was on
the fourth story of the Imperial hotel.
He struck down an attendant and threw
up the window, preparatory to jumping
out. His shouts attracted a crowd below.
He called out to them that he was the em
peror of Brazil and had been wrongfully
deprived of his empire. A policeman
summoned a brigade of firemen, who
spread nets under the window, whil three
officers went up to the prince’s room
NEW YORK’S CELEBRATION.
They entered the prince’s room while he
was shouting to the people below and Plans for the Observance of Columbu
caught him by the arm before he per
Day Are Almost Completed.
ceived their presence. He has been placed
New York, Oct. 4.—The executive com
under restraint aid probably will betaken mittee on the Columbus celebration ha
to a private asylum.
decided that the end of the naval parad
shall be opposite Grant’s tomb. Abou
Quite a Curiosity.
seats at the Washington monumen
HawkesiFjry, c. B., Oct. 4.—The 250
will be reserved for Grand Ariny veteran
schooner Oulina arrived here from Labra who
cannot parade. A letter from th
dor, with a colony of Esquimaux for the Spanish
consul says the Infanta Ysabe
World’s fair. The colony consists of fifty will represent
She will be as
seven Esquimaux, ranging in age from 6 signed a place inSpain.
the post of honor. Fif
months to 56 years^ and has all its para teen German societies,
ove
phernalia, including twenty-four dogs, 6000 men, will participate numbering
in the military
with it. The vessel proceeds from here to parade. W. Flack will be grand
marsha
Boston.
and Paul Hoppe aide. Brigadier Genera
Secretary Foster Will Be THere.
Louis Fitzgerald has assigned the mem
Washington, Oct. 4.—Secretary of the bers of the Old Guard to act as the guarc
Treasury Foster has consented to make an of honor to President Harrison. Governo
address at the Columbian festivities in Pattison of Pennsylvania and his staf
New York on the 12th inst.
have accepted the committee’s invitatior

Erie, Pa., Oct. 4. A bold, but unsuc
cessful attempt at bank robbery took
place at the Keystone National bank.
While Treasurer Kepler was fixing up his
cash four young men entered the bank
and before he was aware of their presence
he and Bookkeeper Liebel were covered by
re/olvers which peered in upon them at
every window.
The robbers cried:
“Hands up,” but Kepler undertook to
drop behind the counter. One of the robbers fired and hit Kepler in the face, inflicting a very dangerous wound. All
four of the robbers beat a hasty retreat,
but were run down and are now in custody. They are young men and give
names which are fictitious. They were
very heavily armed. They claim to be
from New York.
A Wyomiug Terror Disposed vi.

Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct. 4.—Ed Winkley,
a noted desperado, who, with Al Moore,
killed Constable Smith in April last, was
Fhot and killed at New Fork yesterday.
Winkley’s cabin was surrounded by
officers, who called upon him to surrender.
He tried to shoot, but was riddled with
bullets before he could raise his gun.
Hamburg’s Cholera Figures.

Hamburg, Oct. 4.—Official figures give
the total number of cholera cases in the
last six weeks as 17,701, of which 7536 were
fatal. The abatement of the plague has
been so encouraging in the last three days
that less attention is now paid to it than
to the starvation and fevers among the
Poor.
_________________
Unhappy in His Old Age.

Pottsville, Pa., Oct. 4.—William Dewald, aged 60 years, a wealthy farmer,
living at Landingville, was found hanging
from a rafter in his barn. Family troubles
was the cause of the suicide.
Carelessness May Cost a Life.

Tarrytown. N. Y., Oct, 4.—George
Yorl4>, while cleaning a revolver which
Marshall Inman intended buying, accidentally shot him. The ball entered
Inman’s neck and lodged near the spinal
column. He will probably die. Yorks
has not been arrested.
Poet Tennyson’s Sickness.

London, Oct. 4.—Lord Tennyson, who is
ill of influenza and gout, at his home near
Haslemere, has rallied somewhat. His
temperature is lower and his breathing
easier.

Thf Colt Farm representatives still go'on
n
their way victorious. Oa the first day of
if
the New England Breeders’ Meeting at
■
AND
Mystic Park, Dorcas Pratt by Stamboul,
2.11%, dam Aimee by Del Sur, won the
te
race for foals of 1890, fastest heat to her
jr
credit, 2 38%, and in the race for foals of
Consolidated April 20th, 1892.
1891, Royce by Warrener (brother to
Published Weekly and entered at the Post Sunol, 2.08%.) dam (the dam of Dorcas
is
office at Auburn, Me., as second class
matter.
Pratt) Aimee by Del Sur, was a winner inn
Yearly Subscription Price for 1892, $1.50 2.48. In both instances these areJCaliStillH
in Advance; $2.00 if not Paid Within fornia pedigrees of the bluest blood.
we feel the same local pride in their suc»_
Three Months.
cess
as though they represented Mainee
J. W. THOMPSON, Editor,
blood pure and simple. This week they go0
to Brockton.
Newspaper Decisions.
♦
♦
♦
♦
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly
trom the office—whether directed to nis name or
We have to thank several of our friends8
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
in Novii Scotia and Elsewhere, for thee
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con prompt and complete information whichh
tinue to send it until payment is made and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken they have forwarded concerning the breed
from the office or not.
ing of the bay gelding, Frenchman 2.24.
The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the office, or re We published the first received, and while0
moving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima others have been equally explicit and valua_
acie evidence of fraud.
ble, and for which the writers have ourr
TELEPHONE CALL, 14-3.
thanks, it would be only a repetition to0

Turf, Farm and Home

Maine Horse Breeders’ loitt

The pacing gelding Patrol, by Constel
lation, went into the 2.30 list last week.
Be le Vara, by Vatican, son of Belmont, lowered her record to 2.08%, in a
race at Terre Haute, Ind.
The five-year-old mare by Onward, out
of Nancy Lee (dam of Nancy Hanks) has
shown a mile in 2.27.
Give your stallions a record this fall.
Next spring when you tt 11 your friends how
fa9t he showed in his work last fall, they
will want to know why you didn’t mark
him, and no matter how plausible may be
your excuse, your rival’s horse with the
record will be the one that does the busi
ness.

ONEIDA, N.Y.

Same Day; purse $200, for 2.30 class.
Haroldson b b, by Jfie cott,
1 1
Currier, br g. by McVeigh,
Dotty D. b m, by Von Moltke,
3 2 I
Hippona gr m, bv Gray D m,
4 3 Frank Nelson blk h, S. J. Gushe*,
5 4 I
Time, 2.29%, 2.31, 2.35.
Monroe, Sept. 29; purse $100 fur 2.40 class
Abbo't, Jr , b h by Abbott,
1 1
Ad’lai 1c M. b m by Jack Morrill,
2 2 '
Kinii Pin b h, by Broadway,
3 3 I
Jennie
b g,
4 5Saturn b g,
5 4 1
Time, 2.42%, 2.40%, 2.41%.
Sime Day. paciug^race for2.37 class; purst
$100.
Patrol b er, by Con«t°llat:on,
1 1
Wtstbrook io h, by Elmbrook,
2 2 *
Don, S- J. Gushee,
3 3 J
Black Dinah blk m,
4 4 4
Time, 2 33%, 2.36%, 2.28%.
Same Day, free-for-all; purse $2.40.
Lruia P. b g, by Pickering,
1 1 J
Do'ty D. b m, bv Von Mo tke,
2 2 i
Kedline b g, H. E. Hah y.
3 3 2
Time, 2.30, 2.25%, 2.25.

------------Oct. 3, 1892. The officers of the Oneida
EXETER, ME.
Driving club may congratulate themselves
on holding such a successful meeting here
Exeter, Me., Sept. 27—Purse $50 for foils
on Friday and Saturday of last week. cof 1888.
111
Great improvements were rmade4[on and Combine gr m by Combination,
Trenton br h,
3 2 2
abont the judge’s stand, and track. It was Von
Gideon gr b.
2 3 3
Time, 2.45, 2.47, 2.41%.
publ sh them all. If every inquiry for in. put in fine condition and fast time wa9
Sime Day—free-for-all, irut and pace;
On the first day,
formation met with as prompt and com-», made in each heat.
purse,
$160.
y
plete response, the labor of tracing pedi. Starter Charles E. Keyes of Rome, rang Ervin
M, br h by Lothair Jr.,
112 1
"——.
Liilv
Mac
b m by Auctioneer,
3 3 122 "
the
bell
in
the
Judge
’
s
stand
for
the
horses
I
grees would be rendered conparitively
Fourth dav, Sept. 30. Stallion produce)
NOT TOO LATE.
Mollie
Withers,
2 2 3 33
AUBURN DAILY GAZETTE. easy.
in the 3-minute class. Six horses responded Colonel
J
4
stake;
value
$780.
T br g,
4 4 4 4
* Mt * *
The only daily in Auburn.’ Population of
to the call, White Cap, Clinker, Maud
Wanderer,
b
c,
by
VikiDg
—
Wenna,
Time, 2.37. 2.35, 2.32%, 2 31%.
She Would Not Let Him Have a Cara
town 11,000. Capital of Androscoggin Coun
Foster,
] 1 1
mel, but——
Our remark last week, that the record** C., Nut, Fred O., and Admont.
Clinker Exeter, Sept. 28—purse,$100 for 2.45 class,3, Phan-hom,F.b A.
ty The liveliest dailv in Maine. Terms by
f, A. H Dore,
2 2 2
trot and pice.
They sat on the shady side of a Lake
changed so fast that before an item of news3 won the race on Saturday after a hard (Colonel T br g, W. S. Twombly,
mail $5.00 per year; carrier $6.00.
1111 Coquette, br f, Col. J. E. Thayer, 3 d s
George steamer, and though it was only a
4 die
2 4 3 Jack Rose, b c, J* rry O’Neil,
could be put in type and tent through the3 fight with White Cap and Maud C.
1Lady Echo br m,
half pound box of caramels, it settled the
Time, 3.00, 2.48%, 2.42%.
Cleveland B >y b g,
7 3 2
mails
to
our
readers,
there
was
a
liability
1
The
hottest
race
there,
was
between
We have refraned from making any
Futurity ttak*1! value, $560.
question of domestic authority. He was a
Daisy Franklin blk m’,
4 2 4
Hur b g,
3 5 7 Howell b c. by Haldane, Shena Van
thin young man with a nervous air. He
F
remarks regarding the trouble between the that there might be important changes was3 Belfast, Guess and Senatress in the 2 30 Ben
George
L.
Clark,
1
Die
k
Wfest
blk
g,
5
8
5
wore a mustaz;he that was even more bash
j
Hampden Park authorities, and the Hamp verified before that issue was off the press,, class. Five heats were trotted and finished Jack
dis. ful than himself, and his face was sc
Wyman b g,
8 6 6 Jacque Brvant to c. J. 8. Brown,
a
dis. freckled that if there were any more
den Agricultural Society, regarding the for, after about half the edition had beeni in the victory of Guess, a bay gelding Maud
Tb m,
6 7 g8 Prue b f, H. G. W< od,
Tim-, 2 26%
Time, 2.39, 2.36%, 2.37%.
freckles to ernne they ought to have been
trial of the Maine horse, Nelson; but the run off, came the news that Nancy Hankss cwned by C. S. Roberts of Syracuse. On
2.2" class, trotti- g; purse, $1000.
Da.—purse, $100 tor 2.33 class.
told to wait—“standing room only.” His
? Same
1
Nellie
McGregor
ch m, by Kobeit
matter has caused so much discussion that hid lowered her record to 2.04 at Terrai Saturday the some horses started in the La^y
Fr.nkJin b m by Franklin,
111
entire
outfit of clothing was new, from his
McGreg ir, J.,Malcolm Forbee, 116 1
i iv Dick b g,
2 4 334 Prmce
we feel it our duty to allude to the matter Haute, Ind. Tbe time of quarters was as3 free-for-all and had a harder time of it B
A. b c by Idol, dam by
new and squeaky shoes to his thirty cent
Coaobina
ion
gr
h,
3
2
4
follows:
31,
1.02%,
1.32%,
2.04.
trotting six heats in a cold wind. Sena- <
briefly. Nelson made a contract with the
O ange Duroc, C. H. Fletcher, 2 6 14 necktie, equally new, though not squeaky,
Ben Butler bg,
5 3 22
tress took the race after fighting hard with j.Rex M b g,
Hampden Agricultural Society, which asso
4 5 55 R D. F. blk g, F. Midrileby, Jr., 6 3 2 3 and he fidgeted around on a steamei
• * *
O Shaw, b g G. C, Moses*,
3 2 3 7 camp stool with all a country bridegroom’s
Time, 2,35%, 2-35%, 2.37.
j Belfast^ and Guess.
The 2.40 class on
ciation had leased Hampden Park for their
. Addie L. b m, Col. John E.
We trust our correspondents will send in
Exeter, Me., Sept. 29, race for foals of
Thayer,
4
5 4 2 bashful fondness. As for his companion,
»
that
day
was
taken
by
Grace
Wilkes
,
annual fair, to take the horse, Nelson there their fivor3. We have plenty of space”
1
1889.
Gretchen
b
m,
O.
M.
Draper,
5
4 5 5 it would have taken a 200-horse powei
to make an attempt to beat his own record now, and will give them all a hearing. owned by B. G. Foster in three straights. fH L Williams, b g Berdan
2 4 111 Golden Rule b m, M. Demarest,
7 7 7 6 imagination working under forced draft
c W Wentworth, b g Lgneius
3 12 22 lime, 0.00, third horse, 2.20%, 2.19%, 2.19%. to think her pretty. She had large blue
of 2.10, When this got to the ears of] the There are many on our list to whom the5 A Bicycle race against Eugene Snow’s C
_____________ ___
b s Lorrin A.
13 4 5
eyes and a prominently open mouth, from
proprietors of the park the trial 'was for Turf, Farm and Home is sent with tbe5 famous trotting stallion, Prinsonian, was J'JA OK Andrews,
Libby, b m Rustic Maid
4 4 3 3
which projected several large and snaggy
*
AT BETHEL, ME,
bidden, on the grounds that they were understanding that the parties receiving itt won by C. W. Inslee, the champion bicy- jJ A K Hilton, ch g Little Round
teeth, like rocks at low tide. After the
Top
6
6
5
4
members of the National Association, while will forward matters of news from their, cle uder of Central New York, in two
fourth or fifth landing he went into the
E B Ireland, b g Claud Boone
5 5 dr
Bethel, Me., Sept. 28.
cabin and soon returned with a box of car
the Nelsons, horse and man, were under localities. If this arrangement is to con half mile heats in 1.17% and 1 16%. A 1
Time, 1 22, 1.21%, 1.20, 1.23.
Gent’s driving class.
She seemed much pleased at this
running race for a bet of $40 between a
expulsion. The Agricultural Society per tinue we must hear from them promptly.
Same Day, 3.00 class, purse $100.
Benha Knox, Otis Howe,
1 amels.
1 Rtd i loud, L. A. Hall,
2 attention, and began the opening process
single
horse
owned
by
Jim
O
’
Neil
of
MorJ
E
A
Greenleaf,
b
g
Chester
Ill
sisted however, and Nelson trotted a mile
• • * *
t
3 immediately. When finally the caramel
A K Blaisdell, br m Nell
2 4 22 Ke le N-y, John Gibbs,
risville and a team owned by a Mr. Duross G
in 2.11%, 2.13. Commenting on the same,
4 stratum was reached she extracted one,
The sad news of the death of the grea
R Palmer, bk g Murry,
5 2 44 Eclair, Jim, Len Bartlett,
handed it to her husband, reserved another
c B Wellington, Freeman
the Turf Field and Farm expresses itself Blly Midnight Chimes, who burst a bloodI near Oneida Castle. The horse won in C
3 3 3
PaciDg; purse $150.
J A K Hilton, bs Prescott Jr.
4 5 0 Jennie J., Chas. Crosby,
111 for herself, and then carefully tied up ths
as follows:
vessel and fell dead on the track at Mystic, 2.29%. The attendance both days was 3E G Burton, b s Black Blonden
6 7 5 Gipsey M., W l.iim Giegg.
3 2 2 box again.
<- K Fuller, b g Harbadren
Through a series of deceptions, Nelson n the first heat of tbe 2.30 race will be, large and v ill insure some good meetings O
8 6 6 Eclair, Jr., Fiank Merrill,
“If we are careful of these, Charles,
2 3 3
succeeded in his desire to drive the stallion
SS T Guptill, br 9 Von Gideon
9 10 7
Time,
2.30,
2.32,
2.27%.
,
next
season.
It
is
thought
the
association
dear,” she said brightly, “they’ll last out
•ead
with
regret
by
all
horsemen.
She
Guneace, Fred G.
7 13 dr
on Hampden Park, but he has not helped
whole trip. You know we must be very
Foals of 1891.
wi.l enter the Central New York ciruit and W
{Joseph
E Smith, br in Jeanette,
10 8 0 Tonv P., O. P Farrington,
his case with the people who believe in vas three years of age, and had made a
1 1 economical, sweetheart.”
N
I
Edminster,
b
m
Mona
S.
11
9
0
get
some
fine
horses
here
next
season.
The
£
Griffin, Jr., Wm. R. Chapman,
2 2
keeping the trottir g turf above reproach. •ecord of 2.16% and was highly valued.
No answering gleam of oneness and prid®
E R Leach, b s Vixen,
12 11 drr Rumford Belle, William R.Swain,
3 3 played about among the freckles. Charles
judges were Eli Barker of Hamilton, David Wm
The stallion failed to equal his record, his
* * * *
MorrisoD, bg----13 12 dr
lr
Chemist,
Fran
Cole,
4
4
time being 2.11%, 2 13, and the man took
ate his meager allowance of caramel in
Walworth and J. H. Severance of this place,
Time, 2.45,2.41, 2.41.
Time, 1,32%, 1.39%.
At Evansville, Ind., Sept. 29, Martha
the very step to delay his reinstatement.
silence, watched hers disappear within het
timekeeper,
J
W.
Hickox
;
J.
Arthur
Sher

2
37
class,
purse
$100.
3
00
class;
purse
$50.
Mr. Powers who labored strenuously to Vilkes won the free-for-all trot in three
5 1111 Belle Wilnes, Frar k Merrill, 2 2 13 2 capacious mouth, and then he said, “Nice,
C B Wellington, gr m Combine
prevent the exhibition, and who, by so do- , itrlight heats, the last heat being trotted man acted as marker. Pools were sold on C
W
E
Smith,
b
g
Cleveland
Boy
12 2 2 Zol i F. Ed Th iyer,
3 16 11 wasn’t it?”
these races. Summeries:
cG R Palmer, b g Quiver
ing, cilled down upon his head the ire of n 2.08%.
“Delicious, dear.”
2 5 8 7 Ai thun t e, J. A. Brooks,
1 33 4 4
farmers, remarks in a letter to us : “Nel
There was a moment’s silence.
♦
♦
♦
♦
Lady Fern, Wm. Gregg,
4 42 2 3
First day, Friday, Sept. 30., 1892—3.00 E V Weymouth, b s Price Har
son’s punishment ought to continue a long
binger
3 3 3 4 Gray Dick, S. Wils m,
“Wouldn’t you kinder like another, M^
7 5 5 6 dr
class, purse $50.
Maine breeders showed in the front
Fred Davig, b g Ben Butler
4 6 4 4 Tommy W., C. M. Wormell,
time for his presistent efforts in this matter.’’
5 6 4 5 dr ria?” he suggested.
Ciinker, b s, V. E. Van
S
B
Brooks,
blk
s
Elmagro
7
4
5
5
Bertha Knox, Otis Howe,
6 7 7 dr
“I think we ought to save them, Charles,
Evra,
4
62 2 1 1 1 8
The reflecting people of the country, who : •anks on the first day of the great New
Time, 2 46%, 2.43%, 2.45%, 2.43, 2.43.
Maud C., b m, V. Miller, 2
21 1 2 32 F
F H Wiggin, b m Lady Hamilton 8 7 7 6
dear.”
realize that dicipline is essential to the Sngland Breeders’ meeting at Boston.
L
Leighton,
br
s
Trenton
9
8
6
9
White
Can,g?,A.Huiman,l
1
3
3
3
2
3
1
®
2
40
class;
purse
$125.
He looked longingly at the box with its
welfare of the turf will agree with Mr.
S8 T Gup’il, b g Rex M.
6 9 9 8 Sneedaway, L. C. Rverson,
*
*
*
♦
Nut, g g, P. E Howard, 5
5 5 6 5 dr
4 4 4 white paper and gilt cord, and nervously
Powers. Nelson will never get out of
H
L Williams, b g Bay Dkk
10 dr
Fred
O.,
b
g,
Addie
Snell
3
3
6
5
4
“
I
Tommy
F.
George
Fernaid,
3
3
3
M
ahlon
by
Alcrntara.
reduced
his
rec_
trouble unless his fripnds put him under
Time, 2.39%, 2 36%, 3.38%, 2.47.
Admo,n\ b s, B.G. Fos er, 6 4 4 4 6 “
Myitie, Frank, Merrill,
111 twirled the bit of oiled paper, sale reminder
the control of a guardian.
>rd on Wednesday at Mystic,to 2.22%,in the1 Time, 2.43, 2.43,2.49^*2.49%, 2.49%, 2.49%.
Ehrlacher, L. A Hall,
2 2 2 of his caramel.
Free-for-all race, purse $200.
“Maria.”
2,50.
* * * •
Time, 2.37%, 2.40, 2.42%.
mfinished race for foals of 1888.
A N Burrill, b m Lily Mac
1111
“Yes, darling.”
Last two h^a^s tro'ted on Saturday.
H L Williams, b g St. Lawrence
2 2 22
2.50 class; purse $75.
♦
*
* *
At Terre Haute on Wednesday, Sept.
“
What was yours?”
2.30 class, $100.
jJohn Rogers, gr m M liie Withers 3 3 33 Lady Fern,
12 12 2
12 12 1
“Strawberry, sweetheart,” she said lov
If an association was compelled to have Guess, b g, C. S. Robe rts,
28, on the same day that Nancy Hanks trot
Time, 2.29%. 2.28%, 2.30.
Aithuratle,
3
3
3
3
4
Belfast, b s, N. W. Foster,
2 12 13
Shooting Star,
3 12 11 ingly, “What was yours?”
ted to a record of 2.04, and Monbars low he money on deposit to pay its puisas, or Senatress,b m.Johnson & Glark, 3 3 3 3 2
“Fact is,” he said slowly, “I don’t know.
Fritz
pHlchen,
4 4 4 4 3
Time,
2.£9%,
2.32,
2
30,
2.3
1
%,
2
31%.
ered the world’s record (2 12 by Axtell) to ; in equivalent, before the bell rings for the
NEW ENGLAND BREEDERS’S MEETING.
Mebbe one caramel may be enough for
Time, 2.46, 2.45, 2.50, 2.45,%. 2.49.
Second Day—Oct. 1, 2.40 class; purse, $50.
2.11% for three-year-old stallions, the 2.16 Irst race, there would be ltis wild catspecyour little rosebud mouth, but fer me to
Free-tor-all, trotting; purse $250.
Grace Wilkes b f, B. G. Foster. Onei
H. P. E.,
Ill ketch the taste it takes two. Give me an
class was trotted, and proved to be a fine i llation in the racing world,
Mystic Park, Sept. 28.
da,
111
3 3 2 other, Maria.”
Mollie Benton b m,E. A. Van Velyer,
*
*
*
♦
heat contest, the fifth and slowest heat be
Second Day—Four-year-old stake; value. Owoissi,
She did not move. She looked off dream
Griffin,
4 2 3
Ontida,
2
2
2
*
ing trotted in 2.15.
On the preceding day
The clip set by the youngsters at the Ro coe ch ?, H. J. House, Rome,
Hebron,
2 4 4 ily over the lake and said quietly, “We
3 3 3 *$1 006.25 (concluded.)
Mihlon bl c by Alcantara, M
J
Time, 2.31%, 2.30, 2.30.
musn’t eat another till we get on the train,
Greenleaf, by Simmons won the 2 20 trot , rotting meeting this year is a dizzy one Flora R s m, Frank Richaidson,
T. Pooler,
5 4 111
Canastola,
4 4 4
Charles, dear, but mebbe *tain’t too late to
in straight heats in 2.15% 2 14%, 2 13%. . ind if it is continued there will be few
Carldon,
ch
c
by
Don
Carlos,
Time, 2.49%. 2.50,2.50%.
C
.
The merit of Hood’s Sirsaparil’a is not ac- ketch the flavor now, sweetheart, if you
The 2.15 pace followed in which five heats natured norses in training inside of teD or
F.
M.
Do
Ige,
116
5
4
Free-for-all, pur*e $100.
A
Athlete
br h, Park Stock Farm, 3 6 2 2 „2 cideutal, but is the result oi caretui study and taste hard.’’—New York Tribune.
were paced in 2.11, 2.11%, 2.09%, 2.11%, i welve years. The drift of harness racing Sena’ress, b m, Johnson &
p
Ru h Wilkes ch f,W.J.H-)wes, 2 2 3 6 23 experiment by educated pharmacists.
A Middle Age Story.
Clark,
1 3 1 3 3 1 q
2.12, Winslow Wilkes, by Black Wilkes • s towards the same plain as the gallopers
G> a let a br f, B. F. & F. H
Some time during the Middle Ages there
5
A Point For You.
Guess,
b
g,
C.
S.
Roberts
2
12
2
12
Briggs,
4
3
4
3
5
winning. On the same day Flying Jib low occupy, viz. shorter rases and valua- Belfast, b s, N. W. Foswas a village in Germany that had a gal
p
Prnteine c f, J. H. Nay,
6 55 4 6
In view of what Hood’s Sarsaparilla has lows of its own. It, however, not having
paced an exhibition half-mile in 1 00, the ’ )le colt stakes both of which will of course
ter,
’’3 2 3 1 2 3
Time, 2.22%, 2.24%, 2.23%, 2.26%, 2.22%.
done fir others, i 5 it not reasonable to sup been used in many years, became unglued,
Time, 2.31%, 2.31, 2.33, 2.29%, 2.31, 2 32.
last furlong being in 13% seconds.
On j esult in a flood of rapid going colts and
S’a’light br f by E ectioneer, Sallie
pose that it will ba of benefit to you ? For
John C. Myers.
Ben on, J. Malcolm Forbes,
1111 Scrofula, Salt Rheum, and all fother diseases so to speak, and fell into such a state of
Thursday, Cleveland S. won the 2.13 pace j ilies at the big meetings, while those with
Nyai za b f, Furnum & Fairchild,
2 2 2* ot the b^ood, for Dvtpepsia, indigestion, Sick decay that it could not be repaired with
_________________ N
after losing the first heat in 2.09%, to ( out stake engagements will be found per
Stanley blk c, Rundle & White,
3 4 3 Headache, Los< of Appetite, That Tired Ftel- out making a fresh gibbet.
MONROE FAIR.
l
Lord
Brino blk c. Dr. S F. Ham,
6 3 J4 ing, Catarrh, Malaria, Rheumatism, Hood’s
Finally a highwayman was caught
Vinette. This was followed by the free- j orming on the half-mile tracks.
------------zZora Zar br f, Col. J. E. Thayer,
4 5 25 Sarsaparilla is an unequalled remedy. o7x
taking up a collection for the campaign
for-ill pace which was won by Guy, after
Jalca'h
br
c,
the
C
Jt
Farm,
5
6
6
b
___
__
fund or some similar purpose, and without
One of the most successful and largest Juno Wilkes ch f. W. J. Howe’,
7 7 ds8
Mascot had won the first heat in [2.04, and
Hood’s Pills cure Sick Headache.
any of the delay peculiar to modern jus
fairs
ever
held
on
the
Waldo
and
Penob

Time,
2.26,
2.23%,
2.25%.
Flying Jib the second in 2.05%, in 2.06%,
tice the wicked man was condemned to be
2.15 class, trotting; purse, $3,000.
scot
Society's
grounds
was
held
Sept.
27,
hung. All the accessories to a hanging
2.08%, 2.08%. On Friday the black mare
Have no Equal.
The trotting amd pacing record is again 28, and 29.
Nightingale ch m by Mambrino King,
N
were on hand except the legal gallows.
1
-----------Reina, by St. Arnaud; dam the^Maine-bred .
U.
J.
Hamlin,
111
In the midst of this dilemma it occurred
ied, but the leccrd instead of 2.05%, is
The show of stock, sheep, swine and Jean Va'jean b g, John Cheeney,
Allcock’s Porous Plasters have attained
2 2 4
mare Mabel L. by Victor, son of Gen.
tow 2.04. Nancy Hanks set the trotting fowls was a grand show, also the agricul- A
Abb e V gr m, J. E. Turner,
4 3 22 a world-wide reputation solely upon their to the proprietors of the rickety old gal
Knox, won the 2.18 trot in straight heats
lows that a neighboring village had a
Illinois Egbert b g, M. Demare't,
5 4 3
in 2.13%, 2,13%, 2 14%. while the free- ’ □ark at Terra Haute on Wednesday with a tural hall was well filled with farm pro. yVirginia Evans bl* m,Jam°s O. Gray, 3 5 5g superlative merits. They have many would- comparatively new gallows which the in
hird quarter in 29% second, and on Thurs- duce. And the ladies Jdepartment was a
be
rivals,
but
have
never
been
equalled
or
habitants of said burg had erected.
Time, 2 16, 2.16% 2.17%. “
for-all trot was won by Ryland T. in six
2.22 cla=s, tiotting; pur&e $1000.
What does the party of the first part do
lay
at
the
same
place
Mascot
paced
the
even
approached
in
curative
properties
and
splendid
show.
heats in 2.11%, 2.12%, 2.12,2.12%, 2.11%, <
Jesse Hanson, b g by Roger Hanson,
rapidity and safety of acticMi. Their value has but take their malefactor over to the town
mile
in]a
race
m
2.04,
with
a
quarter
irst
There
was
over
5,000
people
on
the
J. J. Bowen,'
1 1 1J been attested by the highest medical authori- with the new gallows and suspend him
2.14%. After this came the 2.14 trot in
grounds the second day of the fair. The A
Arthur Wilkes, b g, J. M. Wilson,
2 3 21
therefrom until he showed all the indica
which Belle Vara won the first heat in 1 □ 29% seconds.
F^ppho, ch m, Subiuban Farm, <
3 2 33 ties, as wtll as by unimpeachable testimonials tions of having reformed completelyl
Kremlin won again afjBoston in 2.13, receipts of the fair was $2,200.
2.08%, and Walter E. the next three in
4
from
those
who
have
used
them,
and
they
are
Twang, b h, Thorndale stock farm,
|4 4
The affair was managed so quietly that
The horses in some of the races were not
.18, 2.14%, after losing the firstg heat
recommended as tbe best external remedy for the law was carried into effect before the
Time, 2.19%, 2.17, 2 20%.
2.12, 2.11%, 2.12%.
well
matched.
weak back, rheumatism, sciatica, colds, proprietors of the gibbet had time to apply
Match race; purse $600 (all to winner.)
♦ * * *
* o Constantine in 2.16%, a’new recordjfor
The judges were A. L. Robinson of Car- pPeerless
(
coughs, sore throat, chest and stomach affec- to the country court for an injunction.
Ben, ch h by Ben Franklin,
lystic.
Brightness by Almont, dam Bloom by '
The result was an indignation meeting
G. H. Hicks,
1111 tions, kidney dfficulties, weak muscles?
C. P. Drake of Lewiston lost by an ac mel, Edmund Murch of Bangor, Capt. Read Meponset, ch b, J. F. Thayer,
2 2 drr strains, stitches, and aches and pains of every which appointed a committee to draw up
Hitchcock’s Ashland, is another addition to
of Bucksport.
M
Time, 2.29%, 2.32%, 2.32%.]
a petition to the grand duke tawhom the
the great brood mare list. The first of her ( ident the bay filly Christina by Bayard
description.
The horses of William Marshall of Bel
country belonged setting forth their griev
The morning was devoted to “tin cup’
produce to obtain a record of 2.30 or bet Wilkes \ dam Vida Boone by Daniel fast seemed to take the lead in many of the
Beware cf imitations, and do not be de" ance. The petition was clinched by the
loone*
She
was
at
the
State
Fair
grounds
ceived
by
mifrepresentation.
Ask
fur
A
ll
performances, and in consequence a num
ter, was Almont Aberdeen who made a
following irrefutable argument:
races.
“Your royal highness will more readily
ber of newcomers are enrolled in the equineg cock’s, and let no solicitation or explanation
record of 2.22% last year. Happiness by 1 vith his other horses, and was turned out
In
the
free-for
all
race
Louis
P.
made
perceive the injustice done us when we as
Happy Medium; dam Brightness, made a I o graze and take exercise. Wandering tbe fastest time ever made on this track, blue book. The list of record perform induce you to accept a substitute.
sure your royal highness that the aforesaid
________________ c6-lt-TFH.
ances, glviDg name of horse, sire, and rec
record of 2.29% at Shelbyville, Ind., Sept. ’ tutside the gait she was struck by a passing 2.25, and could have been made faster if al
gallows was built by us for the exclusive
10. Glitter, another of her produce, has a 1 rain*and killed.
ord
is
appended
:
The formula of Ayer 8 Sarsaparilla is well accommodation of ourselves, our children
01
occasion bad demanded it.
known to the medical profession, and univer and our children’s children.”—Texas Sift
At Wichita, Kansas, last Friday, the
record of 2.47%. Her sister, Roj a Bemis,
Dottie D. showed a remarkable burst of 2 Gene Briggs, b c, Mes3eDgpr Wilkes, sally approved. The reputation of the firm
_______________
has a race record of 2.41, while her brother > earling pacing filly Belle Acton, by Sbade- speed in the second heat making it in 2.26 22.28; Star Allen, blk m, Frank AlleD,’ guarantees excellence and uuiformitv in the ings.
Splitting the Difference.
Gen. Withers, is sire of C. T. L. 2 23%. 1 and Onward, lowered the world’s year- as second horse, coming in a neck behind. 22.26)^; Dusty Miller, ro m, Triceps. medicine, and the world’s experience for
“I’ll sell you that cow for $30,” said
nearly half a century has fully demonstrated
Almont Maid 2 26% and Mollie Withers 1 ing pacing record over a regulation track Patrol, by Constellation, in tbe pacing class 2.20)4? L^aley, b s, Nelson, 2.26% (noo its
value.
Farmer Meddergrass.
record,
being
half
a
pound
short
in
weight)
;
.— -------------------2.30. On© of his sons, Thomas Carlyle, is t o 2.21%.
“I’ll give you only $20,” replied Peleg
made the time of 2 28%, and could have American Lad, b h, Ethan Wilkes, 2.26;.
A Texas Expression.
Weatherwax.
the sire of Lizzie L., 2.27%, and a daugh
Horsemen who saw Moquette’s mile at made the heat several seconds faster if it p
“Well, I’ll tell you what I’ll do. I’ll split
Rare Ben, b h, by Ben Franklin, 2.26;’
ter produced Wilkesmont, 2.28%.
( Cleveland in 2.13% and jogging home for had been needed.
Mr. L. D. Van Dyke, a prominent horse
the difference and take that.”
Van
Helmont,
blk
h,
by
Harbinger,
2
19%
man
at
Clarksville,
Texas,
writes
under
date
* ♦ * *
| he last fifty yards, could have no doubt of
“Good enough! Here’s your $5. I’ll drive
The following is the summary of the
Third day. Thursday, Sept. 29. New Eng ot Sept. 21st, as follows : “I had a fine three- the cow home right now.”
Tiie stallion record now stands as fol- 1 ds ability to lower that mark materially. races:
land bred 2-year-o’d stake, value $950.
year-old colt kicked on the inside of one fore“What are you talking about?” exclaim
Madge Wilkes ch f, by Victor Wilkes
lows: Yearling, Athadon 2.27, two-year- Tow that he has stepped to a time record
Monroe, Sept 27, Races for foals 1889.
1 leg above the knee causing a large, hard bony ed Meddergrass. “I want $20 more.”
Nellie
Lambert,
W.
J.
Howes,
1
1
>f
2.10,
chipping
2.%
seconds
off
the
Miss Day Dawn b f by Day Dawn,
1 1 1 p
“Why do you want $20 more? Didn’l
old Arion 2.10%; three-year-old Monbars, <
bike, Rundle & White,
2 22 lump to form, which extended from the knee
vorld’s four-year-old stallion record, who Leona, gr f,
2 2 3 Frisco
p
Grenadier
b c. B. F. & F. H. Briggs,
3 33 to the body. I used one box of Quinn’s Oint you agree to split the difference?”
5.11%; four-year-old Maquette 2.10; flveJimmie
W.
ch
g,
4
3
2
r
“That’s what I did; and that would
:an gainsay the prediction that this hand- Lady Goodrich ch f,
G. Wood,
dis ment which entirely destroyed it and my colt
3 6 4 Glenn b c, II.Time,
year-old Allerton 2.09% All except Arion (
2.33%, 2 35%.
make the price of the cow $25.”
lome son of Wilton and Betsy & I is as Moxie b f,
5
4
dr
is
not
the
least
disfigured.
J
will,
with
much
belong to the Wilkes branch of the Ham- '
“But you are a little too fast. Didn’t you
6 5 6
Stallion stake; 11 entrance money $17 00, pleasure, recommend Quinn’s Ointment to all
ikely* a candidate for the world’s cham- Black Dan blk c,
ask $30 for the cow first?”
bletonian family. Athadon is by Matadon,
Hampden Boy be,
7 7 dr $1000
$
added by Col.’John E. Thayer, presi
nonship as any in sight this season?
horsemen in this vicinity.” This is simply
“Yes, and you offered $20.”
Time, 2.58%, 2.59%, 3.01%.
ddent of the association.
by Onward, son of George Wilkes; rMon“Then you agreed to split the difference?”
the universal expression of the leading breedSame Day; race for foals of 1890.
E
Kremlin, b b, by Lord Russell—
Lord Clinton 2.10%, is a black gelding
bars is by Eagle Bird, by Jay Bird, son of
“Yes; and that’s $25.”
Milton C. b c by Constellation,
111
Eventide, B. D. Whitcomb,
12 1 1 1 ers and horsemen from Maine to California.
“Oh, no. What is the difference between
George Wilkes. Moquette is by Wilton, >y Denning Allen, a son of Honest Allen, Amy J. b f,
2 2 2 CConstantine, b b, by Wilkes Boy
For Curbs, Splm’s, Spavins, Windpaffs and
3 3 3
—Kincora, Briar Hill Farm,
12 2 2 all Bunchei it has no equal. Trial box 25 $30 and $20?”
son of George Wilkes which Allerton is by 1 hat was out of Rena, by Ward’s FlyiDg Reuben J.,
Time, 2.16%, 2.13,2.18,2.14%.
“Why, $10, of course.”
Monroe, Sept. 28; race for foals of 1888.
31oud. Her dam was a high strung mare,
cents silver or stamps. Regular size $1.50
Jay Bird, son of George Wilkes.
2.40 class, tyro stakes; value, $2,015
“Exactly; and when that $10 is split into
111
le was bred at Little Rock, Ark., and is Charlie Gid gr h bv Gideon,
delivered.
Address
W.
B.
Eddy
&
Co.,
Wilkes b m, by Alcantara,
two equal parts there are two fives. Isn’t
3 2 3 Alice
^
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
] low owned by A. W. Williams of Mem Gideon L. b g by Young Gideon,
Maddie Carr, C. B. Andrews,
112 1 Whitehall, N. Y., unless you can obtain from that right?”
Topsy b m,
5 3 2
Pansy
Blossom
b
m,
by
Glencoe
2 4 4 F
o4-lt-TFH
“Yes; but”—
At the same meeting MonbarB by Eagle ] >his, Tenn. He was first used to herd cat- Florence A. b m,
Wilkes, Hood farm,
5 2 122 your druggist.
Max b h,
4 5 5
“There’s no but about it. You agreed to
Bird, dam the Maine mare Lady Maud, 1 le with, then he won several galloping
MeKusick b h, East Branch farm, 2 5 5 6
------------------------- •
Time, 2.45, 2.46, 3.00.
*
There can be no health for either mind or split the difference and take that for the
Billy Bird ro b, J. W. Brodbine,
33 3 3
2.18%, by[General Knox, trotted a mile to 1 aces, and later he showed such a tendency
Same Day; stallion race.
b h, F. W. Towle,
4 4 4 5 body so long as the blood is vitiated. Cleanse eow; but if you want to go back on your
IllgWatson
beat the three-year-old stallion record of I o trot fast that he was put into a harness. Wilkesmont br h, by Kaiser,
Silver Spray ch h, George D. Oti?, 7 6 7 4 the vi’al current from all impurities by the use bargain I suppose you can, as there were
King
Pin
gr
h,
by.Broadway,
2
2
2
1
b h, Gustave Connelis, 6 7 6 7 of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This mediciue recruits no witnesses. But don’t you try to trade
Axtel, 2.12. He accomplished the feat by < lay-Eye-See alone is ahead of him among Kenneth b b, J. W. Wallace,
3 3 3 7Applewood
he wasted energies, strengthens the nerves, with me agai», Meddergrass.”—Harper’s
Allspur b h. J. A. Cushman,
dis.
rotting
geldings.
Time,
2.40,
2.37%,
2.45.
trotting a mile in 2.11%.
1
nd restores health to the debilitated system. Bazar.
Time, 2.25%, 2.23, 2.23, 2.24.

Auburn, Me., Friday, Oct., 7. 1892.

TRACK AND STABLE.

CROSSBREEDING

A TONIC
HORSFORD’S Acid Phosphate.
SWINE

IN SUMMER.

To Put Brood Sows in the Best Condition
for Next Spring.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Dfops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

Castoria.

•• Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. *1 hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria in
stead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Da. J. F. Kinchelok,
Oonwav. Ark.

” Our physicians in the children’s depart
ment have spoken highly of their experi
ence In their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”

Swine brought up in good clover fields
or pasture meadows would not require
the amount of exercise that the razor
backs go through to get their living.
There is no reason why they should roam
about any more than the milk cows.
Many sows will destroy their young pigs
in the spring because they have been
frenzied by their physical condition.
Turn them out in the pasture fields, and
the succulent grass will have such cool
ing effect upon their overheated systems
that they will soon make good mothers.
In a large range there is no danger of
other hogs killing the young pigs, but if
inclosed in a small place they might in
terfere with the helpless young.
To prepare the sows so that they can
produce young pigs in the spring, it is
essential that they should be fed on some
thing besides corn and grain. Begin early
in the season to feed them all the roots,
grass, hay and any green material. This
will keep their systems cool and open,
and such food will do more toward mak
ing them good mothers than any natu
rally inherited good disposition. In the
summertime fruits and grasses should
be given freely to the hogs, especially
apples. Stop feeding grain entirely.
Let the apimals run loose in the pasture
lots, give them all the apples they want,
roots also, and cornstalks. This will
make the pigs grow, give them a good
appetite and make good pork.
This system will make lean pork, and
lean pork is more desirable nowadays
than the great chunks of fat which gen
erally adorn the side of swine. Shut up
in their pens, fed heavily on grain and
not allowed to take any exercise, the
pigs naturally get fat. Every owner of
swine that adopts this system is raising
many pounds of fat to throw away. It
is not desirable in the pork nor in the
hams. Is it a wonder that people are
ready to pay more for very lean hams
than they are for very fat ones? The lat
ter has a large amount of waste on,
while the former is nearly all good. And
lean hams are raised cheaper than fat
ones.—E. P. Smith in American Culti
vator.

A preparation of the
phosphates, that acts as
a tonic and food to the
exhausted system.
There is nothing like it;
gives great satisfaction.
Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
in stamps. Rumford Chemical Works,
Providence, R. I.
TWO

USEFUL TOOLS.

A Barrel on Wheels and a Device foT
Reeling Fence Wire.

In the streets of New York city hun
dreds of workmen go about with imple
ments like that shown in the first cut
here reproduced from Rural New
Yorker, which says:
“They brush up the dirt with stiff
brushes, shovel it into the barrel and
it off to somo contra! noint where

A DIRT WHEELBARROW.

Difference

IN

CATTLE.

Between a €)rossbreed
and a Mongrel.

Cow

The most valuable of the domestic
animals have come from the crossing of
two different varieties of the same spe
cies, and it is one of the most practical
questions that a stock grower can today
turn his attention to, how this crossing
can be done with the greatest ease and
profit. It would not be going too far to
Bay that not a few of the best breeds in
every species of domestic animals are
sprung from or at least owe some of
their best points to crosses between dis
tinct breeds. It is asserted, and it has
not been very strongly contradicted,
that one of the great Shorthorn patri
archs had in him a cross of Galloway,
which did him a lot of good. It takes
no common skill to work in such an in
fusion of outside blood, and then to fix
the type when the desired qualities have
been got at, but that such a thing is
both possible and profitable, the experi
ence of the last century along a good
many lines of breeding has fully proven.
But the modern and accepted idea of
crossbreeding is that of a straight cross
between two such breeds as the Short
horn and Polled Angus for a beef beast,
or between a good milking Shorthorn
and an Ayrshire so as to produce, if pos
sible, a larger frame than the Ayrshire
with more pronounced milking qualities
than is common in the Shorthorn. If,
.after the first cross has taken place, the
breeding is carried along either line by
the use of a Shorthorn or Ayrshire siro,
the breeding is held to be straight with
only one top cross. But if the Shorthom-Ayrshire female is mated in course
with a Polled Angus bull, the cross will
degenerate into a mongrel.—Nor’west
Farmer.
At What Age to Fatten Steers.

Few 3-year-old states steers are now
United Hospital and Dispensary,
they meet the dump cart. The machine fed, and no 4-year-olds. The great
Boston, Mass.
is simply a barrel on wheels, so nicely bulk of feeding steers grown on farms
Allen C. Smith, Pres.,
balanced that it will tip easily. The are now what are known as 2’s past, or
hooks in front make a place for broom, about 30 months old, when put in the
The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York City.
hoe and shovel to hang. For many lots, and from 34 to 36 months old when
purposes a wheel barrel like this sold. Not a few yearlings now go into
is better for farm work than the the lots and quite a percentage of calves
usual wheelbarrow. One can take a which go to qiarket fat a year old. This
mattress tor an hour or more, and it is
heavier load with less work on two is
WOMAN S_WORLD.
a practical shortening up to about a
delightful tn see how he enjoys him
wheels. One novel use to which we year on each class.
self.
saw one of these wheel barrels put was
Corsets and Suspenders.
the nature of things there can be
It is not generally remembered that
in planting potatoes. The barrel of seed noInconcensus
The summer girl is out with a new
of opinion for the reason
the
pores
are
the
baby
’
s
breathing
was
wheeled
through
the
field
and
five
wrinkle. It discounts the suspenders
that the circumstances on each farm va
places,
and
that
by
covering
them
all
or
six
rows
were
dropped
at
one
trip,
[by about 100 per cent., although the
ries, and “circumstances alter cases.”
making short journeys to the barrel.”
shoulder straps are pressed into service up the impurities of the body are not
Reading
farmers are now becoming fa
properly carried off. Let the little ones
A cheap and practical device for reel miliar with
'In conjunction with it.
the law of growth—whether
have
bare
legs
and
bare
arms
in
sum
ing
fence
wire,
described
by
a
corre

The new idea is nothing more or less
in ox, hog or sheep—that the older and
mer.
Lamb
’
s
wool
socks
and
a
low
spondent
of
the
journal
mentioned,
is
than a pair of coTsets worn outside the
the animal, the greater per cent,
A Beautiful Hackney.
necked merino shirt are a sufficient pro
also illustrated: “Two wheels of a light larger
blouse.
of food is required for the food of sup
It
is
quite
likely
that
electric
and
cable
: A reporter encountered the new tection, and oy accustoming the child to traction cars will ere long destroy the
port, and hence the less is available for
fwrinkle yesterday on a bridge train and the air he is made much hardier and less demand for street car horses; but what
the food of increase. The number* of
susceptible
to
changes
when
winter
ar

sustained quite a severe shock. A pret
pounds of gain that a certain number of
then? The farmer and breeder need only
ty little girl entered the car carrying a rives.—New York Tribune.
pounds of a given ration will make con
go into raising fashionable carriage and
violin case. She was dressed in cool
stantly decreases with the age of the
riding
horses,
merely
changing
the
breed.
Women with Medals.
summer attire, consisting of a plain skirt
animal until a point is reached where
After
a
colt
is
born
it
costs
no
more
to
[and a blazer of the same material. Be Ida Lewis, so long known as the her- raise a Cleveland bay or a hackney than
feeding wastes. •
oiiie
of
the
Lime
Rock
lighthouse,
off
tween the open edges of the blazer front
It will not do, however, to look *at
a common horse.
Newport,
R.
I.,
is
now
obliged
to
share
a bit of the same material could be seen,
questions of this kind at all times from
John
A.
Logan,
Jr.,
is
proving
as
suc

which looked very much like a wide her honors with two more heroines, who cessful a horse breeder as his father was
a purely theoretical point of view. It
belt. The observer would never have have recently been presented with gold a fighter, and that is saying much.
is not food, but the cost of food about
known whether it was a belt or what it medals. One of these is Miss Bertie O. “Peace hath her victories no less rewhich the farmer is most concerned.
REEL FOR BARBED WIRE,
was had not the fair wearer been heated Burr, of Auburndale, Mass., who saved
If the farmer, to take a concrete case,
the
lives
of
two
of
her
companions
last
wagon were taken, attached to their has a f ne bunch of yearling past steers
and removed her blazer, throwing it
axle. Four pieces of board were placed in the fall and corn enough to fatten
over her arm in true man fashion. Then summer. The girls went in bathing, got
at regular intervals through the wheels • them, worth fifty cents a bushel on the
it was seqn that the girl had on a pair beyond their depth and were rescued by
and wired to the felloes. This makes a ' farm, and also a great abundance of
of corsets outside of her blouse. They iliss Burr with great danger to herself.
The other heroine is Mrs. Martha
largo reel, which may be rolled along hay, cornstalks and winter and summer
were made of the same material as the
by the side of the fence and which takes : pasture, he may wisely hesitate as to
Test of the costume, of regulation height White, of Copalis, in ike state of Wash
the wire up neatly and rapidly.”
and were separated in front, being laced ington. On the 20th of last January
whether it is not better for him to sell
Mrs. White went into the surf and saved
his com and carry his steers through on
together with a silken cord.
Waste of Corn Fodder.
The removal of the bla'zer created a three drowning sailors. In a letter ac
hay and corn fodder and raise a crop of
It is always in order to call attention cheaper com to fatten them. It is quite
.sensation in the car. A couple of young company in g the medal sent to Mrs.
to the waste of corn fodder that takes true that the same amount of corn will
men snickered; an elderly man who wore White, Secretary Foster says, “Such
place on so many of our farms every put on more pounds than a year hence;
flowing whiskers glanced at the girl over deeds accomplished by a woman attain
year, either by allowing it to rot in the it is also quite true that his steers will
his spectacles, and then turning very the highest degree of heroism and are
fields or making some slight attempt to have consumed more pounds of feed in
■red fixed his eyes on the floor. A ma entitled to and command extraordinary
utilize it by pasturing. The Northwest proportion to live weight; but it is also
tronly old lady started to speak to the admiration.” Miss Lewis, who has
HACKNEY STALLION BONFIRE,
ern Farmer thinks this latter method is probable, the price being the same, that
'summer girl, but was restrained by her saved eighteen or twenty lives, still
takes cares of the lighthouse, livii ; nowned than war.” The man who im of questionable benefit, because the they will eat less money’s worth.
’daughter, who said:
There is also another condition. A
“Oh, no, ma; there’s no mistake. She there with no company but her gray cat proves his country’s live stock is a bene stock will do a good deal of damage to
the soil if allowed to run upon it when great deal depends on the class of steers
and the sound of the waves.—Washing factor.
wears them that way purposely.”
It is said that Mr. Logan has received wet, and they get at the best but a he has to handle. If his steers are of
“Law sakes!” commented the old ton Letter.
an offer of $20,000 for this beautiful ani small portion of the full value of the improved breeds and have been gener
lady, and looked both puzzled and dis
Women’s School of Design.
mal, which took first prize at the Phila fodder. The amount of labor involved ously fed from birth, he might well
gusted.
Mrs. Dunlap-Hopkins has been a lead
i The strangeness of the costume was ing spirit in the work involved in found delphia open air show. Bonfire was in cutting and handling corn fodder has pause and consider whether he had bet
increased by having a pair of blue silk ing the recently organized school of ap also exhibited at the Madison Square of course been the means of deterring ter not push them from the start, and at
suspenders, buckles and all, fastened to plied design for women in New York. garden horse show in New York last many farmers from saving it. But it any rate whether he can do less than
(the top of the corsets both front and It is to have for instructors practical November, but has improved greatly in will so largely take the place of hay in half feed so as to keep up growth. On
feeding the farm stock that it will repay the other hand, if his cattle are scrubby
'back. It was a question whether the men and women actually engaged in appearance since then.
suspenders sustained the corsets or vice manufactories or architects’ offices. The The hackney has a great future in this well the cost of harvesting. Within re and have been used to hardships from
country. There is no doubt of that. A cent years farmers have been realizing
he runs no risk whatever in carry
versa.—New York World.
Rev. J. W. Brown, of St. Thomas’ more showy horse could not well be the value of this fodder more than they birth,
ing
these
and for two reasons; one,
church; George L. Ingraham and J. built. Bonfire has been pronounced by formerly did, and now that we are get they couldover,
not make the best use of
Privacy in Battling Coining In.
Carroll Beckwith are among the well some experts the best hackney stallion ting harvesting machines that promise fifty cent corn,
and the other that they
One good effect of our anglomania is known men connected with it. Manu in America, and such he certainly was to lessen the labor, we shall hope soon will endure hardships
much better than
certainly seen in the mandate of the facturers will offer prizes for designs by in the estimation of the Philadelphia to see the major portion of this great the
well bred steers.
jhighest fashion against the promiscuous students, and the latter will be aided in judges.
crop put by for winter feeding. As the
There is still another condition. The
public, bathing which bid fair at one bringing their work to the notice of
case now stands, this waste of corn fod calf costs the use and the keep of a cow
Fairs
for
1892.
time to be imported here from France. manufacturers.—Harper’s Bazar.
der is undoubtedly the largest single
Montana (State), Helena..................... Aug. 13-19 leak in our whole agricultural system. one year. Is it better to keep twice the
The English bathe from machines rur
number of cows and feed off at a year or
Detroit
International
..................
Aug.
23-Sept.
2
To Stew Oysters.
•well out into the sea, and our swells now
Kentucky (State), Lexington....Aug. 80-Sept. 3
a year and a half old, or keep twice the
Building a Compost Heap.
Here is an old recipe for corking Iowa (State), Des Moines........... Aug. 26-Sept. 2
try to come as near a similar decorum
Market gardeners know the value of usual number and feed off at two years
as possible. If at Narragansett, Cape oysters: Take a quart of oysters and Nebraska (Stat ), Lincoln..................... Sept. 5-9
(State), Ilamline........................ Sept.5-10compost heaps, but farmers have not as or two and a half?
May and Long Branch the old license tlean them well from bits of shells and Minnesota
Virginia (State), Wheeling........ Sept. 5-9
These are all practical questions that
still lingers it is distinctly under the dross in their own liquor; then strain West
Toronto Industrial........................................ Sept.5-17much experience in this line as they
be taken into account in determin
ban of the best society, which has that liquor and put in a large blade of New York (State), Syracuse........................ Sept.8-15should have, according to Farm Life, must
at what age to feed steers. Tho
[branded it with the fatal condemnation mace, a small nutmeg sliced and a little Kansas (State), Topeka....................... Sept. 12-17 which says: “By composting it all stable ing
(State), Milwaukee...........Sept. 12-16 and barnyard manure can be put in same rule applies to sheep and hogs as
[—“not nice.” Those of the Four Hun- salt; let your oysters boil in this liquor Wisconsin
Ohio (State), Columbus....................... Sept. 12-16
The best that can be done is to
jdred who bathe at Newport use Bailey’s and scum them clean; when they are South Dakota (State), Sioux Falls....Sept. 12-16 more available shape and be applied to well.a clear
conception of the law of
(beach, around the bluff, at the end of near enough put to them some parsley Michigan (State), Lansing..................Sept. 12-17 better advantage directly to the crop get
and of all the facts bearing on
■the famous Cliff walk. It is a small, shred fine and a little shallot, if you Indiana (State), Indianapolis............. Sept. 19-24 than it can be in ordinary form. A good growth
the case, and then decide. Each man
(State), Peoria......................... Sept. 26-30
beautifully sloping beach, and some of love it; also shred fine the yolks of four Illinois
Western New York, Rochester......Sept. 26-30 way to build a compost heap is to lay a will have to decide for himself and in
eggs
and
near
half
a
pound
of
butter.
foundation
of
thick
sods,
making
the
the fashionable elect meet there in the
Kansas City Interstate.........................Oct. 1-0
the light of the facts as they exist on
St. Louis Exposition................................. Oct. 3-8 basis of such length and width as seem
mornings. It is strictly a private beach, Shake it constantly.
Madison Square Garden Horse Show,
desirable. Put down sods, say, to a the farm.—Cor. Iowa Homestead.
and the houses are so placed behind the
New York........................................... Nov. 14-19
Live Stock Points.
embankment that it is almost impossible
American Fat Stock Show, Chicago.Nov. 16-26 depth of six inches; then cover them
with a layer of manure half as deep.
A young sow’s pigs will mature early,
to catch a glimpse of the bathers.
Continue with alternate layers until the but old sows are best for breeding. Stock
At Nahant the bathers use the small
Poultry Points.
beach at an early* hour, and a hardier
When we visit a breeder and advocate pile is five or six feet deep. Then finish bred too early tends to deteriorate and
set of human beings could not be found,
of thoroughbred stock and he points out with a basin in the center and pour run out.
covered from head to heel with comtheir excellence and declaims upon the water into this until the entire mass is
A broad back, heavy, square hind
£lfortable, loose old flannels, heads tied
value of breeding, while his dooryard is well soaked. Fermentation will soon quarters and a full round body, large
(up in straw hats and bathing shoes on
overrun with a lot of “scrub” poultry, take place and assist in the decay of or enough to contain plenty of feed, are
Ifeet. Private beaches and early bathin which all laws of breeding have been ganic matter. After a few weeks cut marks of a beef that may be profitably
ling hours without witnesses, a quick
violated, we always expect him to admit the pile down from one end with a spade fattened.
. ’ (rush of a genuine animated scarecrow
and throw it over, and repeat the opera
that “it doesn’t pay to keep hens.”
om the neighboring bathhouse to the
Canadian eggs are becoming popular tion at least once before using. A few
ater’s edge, is the substitute for the
in Scotland, but to sell at all they must months will suffice to give a fine mass of
[highly colored pictures of the Naiad or
weigh fifteen pounds or more to the rich compost. The best time to build a
[the Venus of the sands, on which the
hundred, or five eggs to three-quarters cod)post heap is of course early in the
Bummer reporters delight to dilate, all
autumn.
of a pound.
along the north shore.—Boston Herald.
In very hot weather see that the chick
ens have some chance to get into the
For sunburn bathe the face at night
Summer Clothing; for Children.
shade. Too hot a sun is not good for
w
’
ith
sour milk. In the morning put
them.—American Cultivator.
Most young mothers make the great
some bran in a cheesecloth bag and pour
knistake of keeping their children too
hot water over it and let it stand a few
[warmly dressed, especially in summer.
Live Stock Points.
minutes. Take out the bag and let it
JOf course due precaution must be taken
In addition to the $1,000 offered in cool; then add a little cologne to the
on account of sudden changes, and a
premiums for Southdowns at the World’s bran water and bathe the face.
(nurse should invariably carry with her a
fair, the American Southdown Breeders’
lightly knit jacket; but, as a rule, in
association will give $250 at the fat stock
“In my summer outings,” said a wom
fants and young children can hardly be
show held in connection with the fair.
an recently, “I always gather a fresh
“too lightly clad in the dog days. One
Prickly heat in sheep is sometimes supply of the simple herbs. One finds
sensible mother who has a great, sturdy,
mistaken for scab. But prickly heat them in most rural districts—catnip, pen
Browing baby of eight or ten months
pustules in time break and disappear of nyroyal, peppermint, tansy and others.
makes a practice of leaving the little
I themselves, while scab eruptions never I provide small linen bags, each to hold
bellow daily half naked on a big hair
do.
a bunch of the herb.”

What is It?

A substitute for lard?
Upsetting the customs, hab
its, and prejudices of cen
turies? Yes, all this and
more. Cottolene is a new
cooking product—it is bet
ter than lard or butter for
cooking, so say such noted
housekeepers as Marion
Harland, Catherine Owen,
Mrs. S. T. Rorer, and many
others; it is healthier—so
says every thoughtful phy
sician ; and it is cheaper as
every housekeeper knows
when she finds that one-half
the quantity answers every
purpose.

COTTOLENE

is the purest clarified cot
tonseed oil mixed with pure
beef fat It is the ^/cook
ing material ever devised
for frying anything and
everything. It is easily
digested and highly nutri
tious. Every New England
housekeeper will prize Cot
tolene. Beware of imita
tions. Ask your grocer for
the genuine Cottolene.
Made by
N. K. FAIRBANK & CO
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

SNAP SHOTS.
The craze for rugs continues.
Full of tricks—a pack of cards.
A ringing speech—The proposal.
Holiday bric-a-brac has appeared.
The apron is undergoing a revival.
Fat girls avoid tailor-made clothes.
A mild winter follows a hot summer.
The weather vane is always stuck up.
The average life of a steel rail is 18 years.
A lucky miss-take—Marrying a young
heiress.
Pearl®, at present, are at the height of their
popularity.
The night of October 11 is now alluded to
as * Columbus Eve?’
“I got my umbrella at a big reduction.,,
“I dtd better. I got mine at a big recep
tion.’’
The cholera germ propogates so rapidly that
in 48 hours one will produce 280,000,000
others.
Sleeves are attaining most astonishing pro
portions and startling vagaries and extrava
gances.
There is often much m a name. Few ves
sels, lor instance, have ever been higher than
the Kite.
‘ I’m in high spirits,’’ as the fly remarked
when it fell into the glass of fine old. brandy
at $10 a bottle.
‘‘It’s a to s up whether he’s badly hurt or
not,” as the Lull remarked when he lifled the
man over the fence.
“For the future comfort of your sole buy
your shoes of me,” remarked a Lewiston
dealer this morning.
A local trotting enthusiast yesterday re
marked that in the great race for the honors
of Arctic discovery no competitor had tho
pole.
‘‘What’s the matter ?” sa’d Mr. E. H. Gerrish of Lisbon street, Lewiston, this morning,
as a young man rushed into hi« store half out
of breath. “There’s another fe ler out there
goin’ to lick me”, gasped the youth.
Dandruff forms when the glands of tho
skin are weakened, and, if neglected, bald
ness is sure to follow. Hall’s Mair Renewer
is the best preventive.
Crossing Tomatoes.

Mr. E. S. Carman, editor of The Rural
New Yorker, considers tlie crossing of
tomatoes one of the most interesting
pieces of work he has ever been engaged
in. He writes: “I began by using the
Peach tomato as the mother plant three
years ago. The two fruits crossed did not
mature. They were green and deformed
when frost occurred. I did not suppose
the seed would germinate. On the con
trary it germinated more freely than
that of other varieties planted the wme
day, and the plants were marvels of
thrift. These plants bore all sorts of
tomatoes, from the Fig, Pear and King
Humbert, Trophy, Victor and Conqueror
to the shapelier kinds of later years; but
there was not a Peach tomato to be
found among them, nor one with the
characteristic downy skin of the Peach.
These crosses with the Peach were again
crossed, using pollen of the popular
varieties of last year, such as Ponderosa,
Stone, Ignotum, Long Keeper, etc. I
find now that the Peach blood asserts
Itself. Some of the shapeliest specimens
borne by the 200 crossbred plants have
iowny skins.’’

Women sell toilet articles, health
waists and braces, hose supporters, patent
articles of every description, milliners*
trimmings, buttons and everything im
aginable. The number is growing large
ly every year, and a woman may now
travel with as much freedom as a man.
___ ______

i

A Valuable Remedy*

Brandreth s Pills purify
the Blood,
stimulate che Liver, strengthen the Kidneys,
regulate the Bowels. They were introduced
in the United States in 1835. Since 'hat time
over sixty million boxes of Brandretb’r
Pills have been sold.
This, together with thousands of convincing
testimonials from all parts of the world, is
positive evidence of their value.
Brandreth’s Pills are purely vegetable,
absolutely harmless, and sate to take at any
time.
Merit

Wins.

We desire to sav to our citizens, that for
ears we have been selling Dr. King,s New
Discovery for Consumption, Dr. King’s New
Life Pills, Bucklens Arnica Salve, and Elect
ric Bitters, and have never handled remedies
i|hat sell as well, or that have given such uni
versal saiisfaction. We do not hesitate to
guarantee them every time, and we stand
ready to refund the purchase price, if not sat
isfactory results do not follow their use. The>
f^ies have won their great popularit
on their merits F. H- Gerrish drix
45 Lisi on Street L<vi on,

RANGE CATTLE TROUBLES.

A Prize Picture Puzzle.

Ranges in Montana and Wyoming Are
Overcrowded.

FALL

The area of the ranges is becoming
more and more restricted every year.
EXPLANATION.—The following picture contains four faces, a man and his three daughters.
Not only is the area being gradually less
Any one can find the man s face, but it is not so easy to. distinguish the faces of the three young ladies.
ened, but the grass upon the ranges is
The picture was published m a few newspapers some time ago, and attracted considerable attention
•ux standard remedies. We now offer a new prize competition in connection with :L As the sole ©viect
being more and more eaten and trodden
is to introduce our medicines into new homes, those who entered the former competition are reouesS
out, so that the ranges will not support
compete in this one. As the reliability of ‘The Ford Pill Co.," and the estimation in whkh their
medicines are held in Toronto, Canada, where they are best known, patrons are referred to the dailv
as many cattle per acre as they did in
newspapers, wholesale druggists and leading business houses generally of Toronto.
X
years past.
Even when the rains are copious the
grass never appears as luxurious as it
was twenty years ago, and the reason is
that the grass has been overpastured so
continuously that it has had no oppor
tunity to recover its old exuberance.
Under present conditions this bad
state of affairs must continue. The
owners of cattle are permitted to use
any part of the public domain for pas
ture. One man has as much right to
pasture the public domain as another.
If one cattle owner has occupied a cer
tain district of country for pasturage
any other cattle owner can drive his
cattle on the same ground. The mutual
understanding and forbearance of cattle
owners has alone prevented serious diffi
culties between them. The differences
between Abraham and Lot show that
like troubles must occur where any pas
ture is overcrowded.
The ranges of Montana and Wyoming
•re now overcrowded. There is more
danger to the cattle interests from over
crowding than from stealing. As the
country settles up this danger must in
crease.
The question naturally arises, Is there
no way of preventing the overcrowding
of the ranges? If all our lands could be
occupied by small farmers and stock
growers in another generation the whole
matter would be practically settled
But there must always remain large
of The Ford Pill Co., Will give an elegant pair of Shetland Ponl©8»
and Harness* valued at $600, (delivered free in any part of th« United States,
bodies of land which can be put to no to the
person who can make out the three daughters' faces. To the second will be given an elegant
practical use except for pasturage. Th6 Lady S Cold wfatch, set in sapphires and diamonds. To the third will be given a pair of
Diamond Ear-rinR8> To the _fourth will be given a handsome China Dlnnor
question is therefore a vital one and genuine
Service, lo theyF/M will be given a Kodak Camera. To the sixth, a s wise Mus^o
must be solved.
Box. To the seventh,.a Fronch Mantol Clock. To the eighth., an elegant Banquet
Lamp. To the »mM,apairof Crown Derby Vases. To the tenth, a complete Lawn
As the ranges become more circum
Tennis Set, and many other prizes m order of merit. Every competitor must cut out the above
scribed and the grass under the present
Puzzle Picture,” distinguish the three
feces by marking a cross with a lead pencil on each,
encks« Bame with 15 U. S. two-cent stamps for one of the following “Prize Remedies: —
system of pasturage poorer and poorer,
Ford’s
Catarrh Remedy,” or “Ford’s Prize
conflicts must arise between cattle own
an7 one of the above remedies you desire. Address “ The Ford
Jrlll
Cor.
Wellington
&
Bay
Sts.,
Toronto,
Canada. The person whose envelope is
ers. These owners will not be able to postmarked first will be awarded the first prize, and the
in order of merit. As this adver
agree to disagree, as did Abraham and tisement appears simultaneously throughout the United others
States ev / one has an equal opporLot. The law must step in and make tumty. To the person sending the last correct answer wil’ be given an e egant Upright Concert
Grand Piano, valued at $500.00. To the rst person from the last sending a correct answer
some regulations to preserve the peace will
be given a gentleman’s fine Gold “Sandoz” Watch, which strikes the hours and quarter
between cattle owners and property in hours on small cathedral gong at pleasure, and . b ed 't $300.00. To the jectWfrom the last, a
first-class Safety Bicycle, pneumatic tire. To the MxWfrom the last,a first-class English Shot
cattle, unless a valuable interest is per gun. To the fourth from the last, a suite of Pallor Furniture. To the fifth from the last, a
mitted to be destroyed. The best plan, handsome Silver Tea Service. To the sixth from the last, an elegant Piano Lamp. To the
from the last, a handsome pair of Portieres. To the nghtk from the last, a genuine
it seems to us, is for the state govern seventh
English leather travelling Trunk. To the ninth from <ae lasit two pieces of genuine French
Statuary,
and many other prizes in order of merit.
ments to be given control of the ranges
and the officers of the respective coun
'
SPECIAL PRIZES FOR EACH STATE.
ties, with proper supervision, be re
quired to make such divisions in the
A special prize of a Silk Dress Pattern (sixteen yards, any color), or a first-class
Sewing Machine (any make desired) will be given to the first person V each State in the
range as the face of the country will U.
S. who can make out the three daughters’ faces, we shall give away 200 valuable prizes,
permit, leasing the right of pasture in besides special prizes, (if there should be so many sending correct answers.) No charge is made for boxing
and
packing of prizes. The names of the leading prize winners will be published in connection with our
such divisions as they may choose to advertisement
in leading newspapers next month. Extra premiums will be given to only those who are
make for a term of years, and using the willing to assist in introducing our medicines. Nothing is charged for the prizes in any way. They
absolutely given away to introduce and advertise 44 Ford’s Prize Remedies,” which are stand
money so obtained to police the several are
ard medicines, and will be used in every family for years where they have been once introduced. All
counties so as to prevent any trespassing prizes will be awarded strictly in order of merit, and with perfect satisfaction to the public. The remedies
or injury to stock growing. At any rate will be sent by mail, postpaid, and prizes free Of duty,
things cannot go on as they are now.
A WATCH FOR EVERY CORRECT AXSWER.
Already owners of large numbers of cat
An extra premium of a genuine 44 Fearless ” Watch, (stem winder,) will be awarded to every
tle are preparing to go out of the busi
who sends a correct answer within 30 days after this advertisement appears, m case they should not
ness, for they foresee disaster if it is to person
be fortunate enough to secure one of the larger prizes. That is, if any one can find the three faces and
be continued as now conducted.—Mon enclose them within 30 days from the time this advertisement appears in the newspaper, they are
guaranteed e»thei one of the leading prizes, or an extra premium of a watch on conditions stated.
tana Farming and Live Stock Journal.
No answer will be noticed that does not contain 30 cents for one of Ford’s Prize Remedies.

PIGS.

Stow to Get the Most and the Best Out
of Them.

If the fall pigs are to come in during
September, the most desirable month,
file work must be attended to early
•uough in the season to make calcula
tions accurate. It is always better to
have them furrowed in September than
later, owing to the fact that they can
then get an early start in growing to re
list the cold of winter. Fall pigs can be
made profitable, but in order to do this
system and method mubt be adopted. If
In the spring they do not weigh much
more than in the fall, the cost of winter*
Ing them will hardly be returned by the
small additional weight. But when they
get a good start in the fall, and their
growing kept up right through the win
ter, there is evident gain and profit.
The sows must be kept and wintered at
my rate, and with a little economy the
increased cost of wintering a few litters
would not be much.
Fall pigs can be marketed nine months
from their birth, and if they are not
ready in this time they have not been
properly fed and wintered. This cannot
©e done, however, if a late start is ob
tained in the fall, for the cold weather
WU so hamper the young ones that they
aannot grow thriftily. There will be a
sheer waste then and labor lost.
The young pigs should learn to eat
well before cold weather, and they
should be accustomed io some regular,
aheap, but strengthening, diet. They
should have comfortable but economical
quarters. If the trouble to give them
good quarters and food is not to be
t$ken it is better not to breed for fall
first necessity in the proper devel
opment of the young animal is a combi
nation of food, the digestive elements of
which will furnish ample nutriment to
grow the muscles, nervous tissues and
bones, round out the frame and produce
a healthy vital system. Fat, as such, is
not wanted till after the development of
the frame, and cornmeal during this
period does not contain the nutriment
desired. After the full development,
however, there is nothing equal to corn
to lay the fat on. The pigs should be
weaned thoroughly, and then put upon a
system of muscle and framemaking food
before the fattening food is fed to them.
Xate in the winter and early in the
spring the corn may be fed in quantity,
for by that time if the pigs have grown
properly they will have large, strong
frames, on which fat can be laid. The
fact is, too much fat is generally ob
tained early in the pig’s life, and they
never really grow as large as they natu
rally ought to.
Two litters a year is all that a good
low should be required to bring forth,
for if more than this is demanded it is a
serious tax upon her health and strength.
By careful management and breeding
these two litters, one in the fall and one
hi the spring, can be reared successfully
without too much crowding. This gives
the two best seasons for securing a good
•tart to grow with the young pig, and
the best seasons to furnish for market.
—E. P. Smith in American Cultivator.
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4 Address THE FORD PILL CO, “37,” Cor. Wellington & Bay Sts., Toronto. Canada.
Hen Questions and Answers.

“How much space is needed in yard
for twenty-five chicks almost ready tc
sell?”
A yard 3 by 6 feet would do.
“Ir you wanted to keep 100 hens of
common stock, slightly mixed with
Rocks, Wyandottes, Cochins and Brah
mas, what kind of males would you get
Clydesdale Head.
The illustration shows the type head for next year? I want both broilers and
>f the favorite horse that comes from eggs.”
Use Brown Leghorns.—Rural New
thft districts of the fair River Clvde.
Yorker.
Live Stock Points.

IDEAL CLYDESDALE HEAD.

It is a handsomer head than grows On
tl\e shoulders of some men we know,
and the face looks more intelligent than
theirs—it actually does. The eyes are
bright and steady; the ears small, rather
near together, pointed and quickly mov
ing. The horse expresses emotion with
his ears and tail.
The Range Cattle Industry.

The following statements concerning
the range cattle industry are furnished
us from a reliable source in answer to
an inquiry from a correspondent, and
they are of such general interest that
we give them this prominence:
The total receipts of cattle for last
year at the Union stock yards, Chicago,
were 3,250,359, making a weekly av^r
age of 62,506. Out of the aggregated
receipts it is estimated that there were
1,000,000 or thereabouts of Texas, In
dian Territory and southwestern range
cattle, and about 300,000 northern range
cattle, the remainder—1,950,359—being
natives.
The majority of Texas cattle are fat
tened upon what may be termed public
lands, which are divided in ownership by
railroad companies who lease to differ
ent ranchmen at from four to five cents
per acre per annum. A very large por
tion of land used for grazing purposes
in Texas is owned by cattlemen. The
northwestern range cattle are largely
fattened upon public lands, but cattle
men own a considerable portion of land
which they occupy. Cattle can be put
out in Texas to be pastured at from $1.50
to $3 per head per annum. In the north
west the price is about the same. All
cattle are taxed, and the cattlemen in
the south and northwest are the largest
taxpayers in their respective districts.—
Breeder’s Gazette.

Almost as great a show as a cireus
was the advent in New York city ol
2,000 unbroken horses from a Montana
ranch. They were taken to the big city
to be sold, and attracted crowds at the
yards where they were corraled in the
upper part of the city. It is safe to say
that few of the thousands of visitors
had ever seen untamed western horses before. To the small boy they were a godsend. They were mostly of the mustang
size and build, though there was some
Clydesdale blood intermixed. Those ol
mustang kind sold for from twenty
to forty dollars apiece. It was fur
indeed to see the new owners leading ofl
by a rope around his neck a wild horse
just purchased. It was more fun yet
when they began the breaking in operation. Sometimes a genuine cowboy
such as New Yorkers had never seen
outside of a Buffalo Bill show went
along and gave the new owner the first
lesson in tackling his purchase. To see
a fat and timid German grocer trying to
coax and pat a wild mustang and honey
him into harness was a sight never to be
forgotten.
In making calculations ahead for the
live stock feed crop of next year, do not
forget to provide for rape for pasture.
In the large cities of the eastern markets the latter part of this summei
sound horses five to eight years old,
well broken and in good condition, have
brought prices as follows: Heavy drafters, weighing 1,500 to 1,700 pounds, $150
to $250; express horses, $150 to $225;
“chunks and streeters,” weighing 1,050
to 1,250 pounds, $90 to $135. Good
drivers always sell well at prices higher
than those quoted. Poor horses—well,
nobody wants poor horses at any price
. if he can get anything else.
On frosty mornings remember to keep
your stock off rape pasture till the sun
dries it, so as to avoid bloat. When the
cattle and sheep are very hungry keep
them off the rape till they have had a
bite of something else. Eating too
greedily of rape is injurious. Let them
have all the salt they want on rape pas
ture, but they need no grain.
Range horses wholly unbroken sell
better in the markets than those half
broken.
Many people allow the chickens to
pick up their living off manure heaps,
and then wonder how it is the birds
gapes, chicken cholera and consump
tion.
Small flocks and herds usually do bet
ter than very large ones.

Grain Elevator Burned.

A Dutiful Daughter.

Champaine, Ills., Sept. 26.—The grain
elevator at Mahomet, belonging to Jerome
Davidson and containing 20,000 bushels of
corn and other grain, has been burned.

Mrs. Lakeside—I don’t see why you can’t
marry Mr. Fatpurse.
Daughter—Let me please myself this
time/n.a, and I’ll try to please you the
1
X*
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What John L. Sullivan Owes His Mother.,

In looking for the original source of
John L. Sullivan’s remarkable physicalj
/)owei we must ascribe it to a happy com-k
binati )n and balance sof the several tem
peraments inherited from his ancestry,r>
near and remote, and the motor apparatusg
inherited from his mother. This is ap
parent in the shape of the hips and thighs,
the lines of the shoulders and chest and inq
the ankles and wrists.
All men, though the product of two be
1ings, are born of women, but that a wom
an,
usually considered the weaker vesselj
i
physically,
should be so able to impressa
j
her
progeny
the strong points of herT
1own physiquewith
as to enable him to meet all
Jcomers in a test of skill, strength and en
(durance for a term of a dozen years is, too
jmy mind, the most valuable lesson of thisg
iman’s life.
If the women of the land can learn from
this
man’s physical development how poj.
1
tent
the influence of the mother is in fash
1
ioning
and transmitting not only the re
’
fined
and delicate parts of her organism,'
)but also
the brawn and sinew that con
(quers both opponents and environments.g
tand sustains the race, John L. Sullivann
will have served to illustrate a very im
jportant fact.—I). A. Sargent in New York
JHerald.________________

Hysterical Nurses.

Writing on the need of good nurses, Dr.
S. Weir Mitchell says: “I think nothing
more desirable than for a nurse to learn to
control her emotions, no matter what may
Occur. Hospital experience is valuable in
thus educating a woman. To have a nurse
become hysterical is to have her henceforth
useless. To be surely ready and unmoved
by unlooked for emergencies is perhaps
hardly to be acquired. It comes by nature.
“I once was in a steamboat collision in
Holland. I saw at once six Dutchwomen
in hysterical spasms and one was a sister
of charity. My American women remained undisturbed, largely because they
were of a class taught always to repress
all display of emotion, and it is the giving
way to emotion which leads to much hysteria. Be careful therefore.”
A Consumption Preventive.

I)r. Hambleton writes: “There can be no
doubt whatever as to the great benefit of
the habit of deep breathing-full inspiration, deep expiration, full inspiration in ordinary life. Children ought to be regularly
trained. Under present circumstances, at
ten years of age they have lost nearly nine
inches of chest girth. I should like to see
true physical development a necessary part
of the education of children, and I have
always advised singing when the lungs
Foot Cushions.
have been developed to a certain degree.
“I don’t mind standing,” said an expe5" The great curse of this country is conirienced housekeeper. “I always have aa sumption, and children suffer heavily
Jcushion for my feet when I stand at thee through it. To develop the lungs thorironing
board. It is made of a dozen thick oughly and maintain that development is
1
nesses
carpet lining covered withk the only means of preventing consump1drugget.of old
The lining is cut in squares andd tion.”
Jvery loosely
tacked together with longg------------------------<stitches. The drugget is cut of the re
The Evils of Tight Lacing.
(quired size. The edges are turned in andfr"
“Tight lacing,” says an eminent physi<overhanded; then strong stitches are sewed11 cian, “causes indigestion, destroys comthrough
about every two inches over thee fort, encourages eruptions, excites con
1
*surface of the cover. I have a little loopP sumption, induces fainting and makes the
on two corners of the rug and hang it upP breath disagreeable; produces purple com‘by both loops. In this way it does not curl
1up and get out of shape, as it would if it plexion, promotes diseases, reddens the tip
the nose and ruins the figure, besides
iwere hung by one corner. I have another!r of
laying the foundation for a number of
irug in front of my dishwashing table—in other troubles.”
(deed there are a number of them aroundd
One would think that any one of these
the
house—and when I have any work that ailments would be enough to deter our
1requires
standing one of them invariablyy young women from undue squeezing, but
’
comes
on to the floor under my feet. >f
jhousekeepers realized how much of their* all in vain. Unless Dame Fashion decrees
fstrength could be saved by a few of theser that comfortably sized waists are to be the
e mode doctors and parents will talk to
j
simple
devices they would not fail to pro> vain.—New York Tribune.
ivide them.”
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Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.
The same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on receipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
_
_____________________ We sell only to the tnd9.

BICYCLE
SULKIES.
Send your old Sulky minus the wheels
and have it hung up with the latest im
proved Pneumatic Tire Cycle Wheels,
fitted with Ball Bearings and Tangent Steel
Wire Spokes. We have three sizes of
wheels—24, 26 and 28 inch.
Prices complete, F. O. B.,$75.00; Wheels
alone, $50.00.
Sent C. O. D., subject to examination.
An air pump supplied with each job.
Address all correspondence

A. N. LOCKE, Salem, Mass.
s30-Xtf

HIS

HOPES WERE

BLIGHTEQ.

fl is Ambition Was to Marry an IlelrcM,
but Fate Was Against Him.

ro PROVE

thebTedic* ne^

On and after October 1,1891, we give very
person Belling our medicine the privil ge of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and gu: .antee
that in case it does you no good y< n can
receive your money back. Read gu -anty
with every bottle. We claim to cu ! Dys
pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Ner
vousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregular
ity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Be
cause it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
X '-est roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
child ; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY.
WATERVILLE. MAINE.

STORY ABOUT A

FLEA.

ITALIAN BEES.
TELEGRAPHIC BREVITIES.
Illustiating to What Heights a Liar Ca■ An Illustrated Decryption by Which They
y
There was a $75,000 fire near Port Jerrki
Rise To.
May Be Identified.
N. J.

“There!” exclaimed Grimsby, “there’ >
When buying bees it is important thatA Nancy Hanks is to be retired after CM*
I was a clerk in a fruit and confectionery
store. My ambition was to marry an heiress th at'pesky flea now that’s been biting me.1 one should be able to judge whether orT season.
?
g
And
wetting
his
finger,
in
another
instan
and lead a life of wedded luxury. This
1 not he is getting what he pays for. Too The 2-year-old colt G. W. Johnson ww
ambition, I might add, has not been real he would have captured and killed the nim1 enable a purchaser to identify Italiann sold for $80,000.
ble
little
insect.
ized.
A man was stabbed and robbed in Trak
,a
But ere Grimsby could accomplish hi 4 bees, when not familiar with themn
One afternoon the proprietor and clerks
r vers street, Boston.
B
through
actual
experience,
Professor
murderous
purpose
Fogg
seized
him
by
th
went to a ball game, leaving me alone.
Green goods men were arrested at the
Cook’s illustrated description of them,L
An old gentleman entered the store, andJ band, exclaiming:
“What are you thinking of, man? Fai as given in his “Beekeeper’s Guide,” is3 New York postoffice.
informing me that it was a warm day,
Sir Francis won the $15,000 Matron
ordered oranges, bananas, candy and tutti heaven’s sake, don’t kill him, don’t kil 1 here appended:
The Italian worker bee is quickly dis stakes at Morris park.
frutti. I placed them in a basket and said,. him!”
“Don’t kill him?” echoed Grimsby inter
.
Mrs. Mary E. Vanderbilt has sued he*
as his fat lingers twined about the handle
rogatively; “and why not, pray? Do yot tinguished by the bright yellow rings at father-in-law for $100,000.
of it, “One thirty-five.”
;
the
base
of
the
abdomen.
Perhaps
Joseph Erneste Renan, philosopher ant
“Dollar thirty-five, eh? Well, charge it,, want the varmint to finish me completely?’ “golden” would be a better term, as
“No,” replied Fogg; “I know it isn’t pleas
® historian, died at Paris, aged 69.
and I”— The elderly fruit purchaser hadJ
.
these
bands
are
often
bright
orange.
If
*
Griffin’s manager disputes Dixon’s tltte
no time to further illucidate, for I grasped, ant to be bitten by a flea, but I owe my lift
the basket and said firmly, “My orders are perhaps to a flea, and how do I know bul[ the colony be pure, every bee will to th<e featherweight championship.
this
is
the
very
flea
that
was
my
preserver?*
show three of these golden girdles. The3 Cora Tanner and her husband, Col»
to trust no one, sir.”
“Well, at any rate, that flea has pre first two segments or rings of the abdo-- Sinn, are said to have agreed to separate
“What’s that?” queried the would be
served
his
own
life,
”
said
Grimsby,
“
fortht
’ men. exc.P.nt nt t.hfiir nnsforinr hnrrlar »
debtor.
An organized movement is afoot to mh
I calmly repeated my former statement. present, at all events. So let’s hear how* and also the bas
cure the pardon of the Chicago anarchists
t
yoglife
was
saved.
”
“Do you know who J am?” he said an
The law regarding exchangeable mileaM
"
J was one day this very summer,” said or anterior boi
grily.
| tickets went into effect in MassachusstS
Fogg,
“I was taking a tramp out in the der of the thirc
“I don’t know, nor Wre; no money, no
;
Saturday.
L will be of thi
goods. Orders are orders,” I said in one country, when suddenly it came on to rain.[i orange yellow
Gabriella de Rosa, the Portland nxu>
breath, and placed the basket on the | Looking about for a shelter, my eyes fel:
derer, got a life sentence for the killing of
I upon a barn, with the door wide open, per* hue. The rest c
counter.
his
brother.
I haps half a mile away. I started on th<!<! the back or doi
“Why! That’s fin insult, sir, to me!”
1
William
F. Boyd of Winthrop, Masa^
I
run
for
the
barn
and
reached
it
just
as
the
c
sal
surface
wi
I felt a little impudent that afternoon,
despondent on account of mental illnM4
* , rain came down in torrents. I had one foott be much as i
and grinned and said, “I guess ’tis.”
killed himself.
“You, you insolent three dollar a week, • on the barn floor and was just afcout to en-h the German race
*
Emerson of the Press Cycle club won
till tapping puppy! I’ll have that basket ter when a great dog with glaring eyeballs* Underneath th
and red tenguc rushed toward me with an
first prize in the B. A. A. annual twsnip*
or you’ll suffer for it,” he said hoarselyV , awful
abdomen,
exceo
growl. I could feel his hot breath
five-mile road race.
and shook his fist in my face.
my face. In another instant his crud ror a greater or Italian worker bee.
A Watertown (Mass.) policeman, after
“Till tapping!” That hurt me, and vault" I in
less
distance
at
the
tip,
will
also
be
yel

being stabbed twice, took his assailant to
ing over the counter I informed him that teeth would have been in my throat. I
for two cents I’d wipe the floor with his fat could actually feel his slobber on my neck. low, while the same color appears morei the station unaided.
Yale undergraduates are not please#
form. He put his hand into his pocket, But in the nick of time he turned wrath- or less strongly marked on the legs.
fully to bite his own flank. IsawthewholB1
The workers have longer lingulae or with the schedule of games for the col
produced a couple of pennies and told me3’ , thing
as
by
inspiration.
A
flea
had
dis,o “sail in.”
|
tongues than the German race, and their lege’s football team.
tracted his attention from the business in
I “sailed in,” and soon he sailed “out.”, 'i hand.
tongues are a little more hairy. They Miss Rice, the well-known singer of
Ele howled for the police, and stepping out (
are also more active, and less inclined Portland, Me., is so ill that little hope of
.
I
“
I
always
was
quick
at
resources.
When
her recovery is held.
f grasped him by his coat collar and rushedJ i the dog went for the flea I stepped back, to sting.
lim around the corner. Then I went backL I, shut the door with a crash, and I was saved. I
Hon. William C. Lovering is ill a*
The
queen
has
the
entire
base
of
her
;o the store to again dream of heiresses,• i I was saved by that flea, and, as I said be abdomen, and sometimes nearly the his
Boston residence with a severe
'
tack of typhoid fever.
^bout an hour later a young lady entered.’ II fore, the flea which you would have slain
whole
of
it,
orange
yellow.
The
varia

She was beautiful, and judging by her j' may be the identical insect to whom I owe
Seaman Foss of the naval militia was
tion as to the amount of color is quite -killed by an accident on the monitor Pas
liamonds and dress an heiress to a fortune.. 'I everything.”
f did my prettiest, and before she left I’d. * Grimsby said nothing for the space of striking. Sometimes very dark queens jsaic in Boston harbor.
•eceived an invitation to call on her that' j; two minutes. Then he looked at Fogg id are imported right from the Ligurian
Sixteen apprentice boys escaped from
evening. I thought I was in luck.
|' an admiring manner and delivered himself hills, yet all the workers will wear the :Newport naval station Twelve were soon
That evening I called, and she received
badge of purity—the three golden bands. <captured by the police.
me as a princess might a princely wooer.L |I as“follows:
The drones are quite variable. Some The belief is expressed that Dr. Pierson
Yes,
Fogg,
’
it
would
have
been
too
bad
She excused herself for a few moments,1 '| for the world to lose such a beautiful liai times the rings and patches of yellow of
1 Philadelphia will not fill Spurgeon’s
and soon I heard heavy footsteps in the1 (i as vou are.”—Boston Transcript.
former
pulpit permanently.
will
be
very
prominent,
then
again
j
hall. I looked up, and there stood the old i
Fire nearly created a panic at Neponsef.
quite
indistinct.
But
the
under
side
of
gentleman who had “sailed out.” He ad- I
Mass. A storehouse was destroyed ana
Ancient Foot Coverings.
the body is always, so far as I have ob- several
vanced, I arose, and holding out my hand
dwellings badly damaged.
If we are to judge of the foot coverings served, mainly yellow.
with a feeble smile said, “How do you do,
The 250th anniversary of the establish
| handed down to us as relics from the
sir?”
iment of the First Congregational church
“I’ll show you how I do in a minute,” he, courts of France, Spain, England and Ger
Poultry Items.
(of Woburn, Mass., was celebrated.
growled, and made a strike at my hand ,i many we can but conclude that for an ex
Chicks hatched during September and John Cudahy and A. W. Wright were
tremely long period of time, probably eight
with the club be carried.
“Don’t hurt the poor fool, papa,” the ' or ten centuries, the dressing of the human October will furnish hens that will lay tarrested at Chicago, charged with con
“heiress” said. Papa ordered her to retire foot has been, even in the so called civi next fall when eggs are scarce and high fspiracy to corner the short rib market,
Mme. Bourinine, whom the Grand Duks
and then cried, “Come on, men! Give it lized countries, but slightly different, and in price, and the surplus cockerels will
I.only
in degree from the customs of the fol bring fancy figures as broilers and roast- Micholas married at Toula, was born a
to him!”
j.;
Three tough looking citizens stepped lowers of Confucius for thousands of years. ers from January to April, says the Eserf, it is stated, as was her first husband.
Rev. George W. Gile, Baptist, preached
I Fortunately for art, unfortunately for the Philadelphia Farm Journal, authority
into the room.
his farewell sermon at Fall River, Masa
Those men were professionals, I think ■' history of civilization, so called, the artist also for the following items:
JHe
has accepted a position at Colby uni
for every time they bit I fell, and everj ; <of olden as well as modern times has not
No vegetable makes better succulent 5versity.
except in portraiture, the cramped
time they kicked I went up. I was drag- j copied,
<
food
for
hens
in
winter
than
the
beet
The decomposed body of a man was
the narrow toe, the elevated heel and
ged to the door, thrown down the steps, ■' foot,
1
f
found
on the beach at Fort Adams, near
pinched instep, which have long ac- when boiled or pulped in a root cutter.
kicked across the lawn and laid to rest in I the
1
When
shipping
dressed
fowls
be
sure
1
Newport,
R. I., and is possibly that of a
i <companied the human foot. It seems
the gutter.
suicide.
to suppose, however, that the all the animal heat is driven from the s
I am driving a coal cart n-ow.—Cor. New ' reasonable
1
Roman artist and critic, and the Grecian carcasses before they are packed.
York Recorder.
Charles Ashton, a London policeman,
________________
i well, fully attempted to give us the per
as
More money can be got out of cheap 1has received a prize of $250 for an unpum
feet
foot
as
found
in
the
well
developed
The Strength of the Clan in Corsica.
wheat by feeding it to hens than by any Jlished bibliography of Welsh lltersMU*
Grecian woman of the day.
1801 to 1890.
f
In Corsica there is a stronger element of I, The sandals worn at the time when other manner of disposing of it that we from
Mrs. Dora Wheeler Smith is doing deoodisorder than mere restlessness born of j! Rome
]
are
aware
of.
in her splendor were undoubtcenturies of rebellion and bloodshed. For I edly sowas
Try crimson clover as a source of tfative work on the ceiling and frleae of
constructed as no afford ample op
the political corrupt ion and for the crimes ' portune y for the development of the foot green food for fall, winter and spring. the women’s building at the Chioaga
of the vendetta, which combine to make Jand exhibit the beauty of its conformation. Where seasons are not very severe it vWorld’s fair, without charge, wntog
would have cost $3000 If done by anyxmB
the state of Corsica a disgrace to France, j1 —Science.
____
_____
grows all winter.
eelse.
the spirit of clanship is really responsible. •
ff
houses
are
to
be
erected
the
work
How to Batik Properly.
A veteran soldier, who marched In tha
The clan disappeared from the highlands
of Scotland before the civilization of the 1 “Basking in the sun” is in itself of real should be done in the early autumn be- pprocession at Washington, has forty-stent
an empty sleeve and an artificial
b
Seventeenth century, with which it was ' iand
. zubie bt-nefit, and it is no corn- fore the soil in»ide of the inclosure be- scars,
e:eye to prove that he was in the late un*
Incompatible. In Corsica it flourishes side ! pliment
]
to our human intelligence to find comes wet and cold.
by side with the advanced and elaborate that
t
Milk and wheat will help the young Ppleasantness. His name is J. F. Chasa, a
cats am dogs understand that fact
institutions of republican government, better
1
than w- do. Even the “blue glass” birds to make bone and flesh and their Bmember of the old Fifth battery of Matafe
Professor S. A. Whitcomb, a UniversalM
with all of which it is in the bitterest an- craze
<
had a truth underlying it, and owed winter coat of feathers. The same diet
preacher in Washington, has abandons)
tagonism. The spirit of the clan infects such
6
success as it achieved to the propor is equally adapted to the old birds.
his old church connections and entered
every department of the state. The elec- tion
t
of sunlight which penetrated its col
Buckwheat that has been beaten down the Episcopal denomination. He has
tions are corrupted by it; the hands of the <ored medium
The love of sunshine is
by
rains
and
is
gritty
and
unfit
for
dob
been ordained a deacon by Bishop Parew
executive are tied by it; private quarrels naturally
i
one of our strongest instincts,
He was educated in the Auburn Theology
are spread and imbittered by it. It in- and
f
we should be far healthier and hap mestic use is just as good as ever for B
pigeons
and
poultry.
Let
them
have
it.
Icleal seminary, a Presbyterian institution
vades the law courts, and utterly destroys pier
{
if we followed and developed it in
the confidence of the people in the impar- stead
fof practically ignoring and repress
tiality of their magistrates.
i it.
ing
Fall Plowing.
|I
NEWS IN BRIEF.
The unit in Corsica is not the individual.
IIow a sparking sunny morning exhila
Whether soil intended for spring crops
A
$20,000
fire
occurred at Waco, Tex.
It is the clan. The leader or patron of the Irates us and makes us feel that “it’s too
Hiram Atkins, the Vermont editor and
clan is generally a person of considerable tfine a day to spend indoors,” and yet how will be sufficiently benefited by fall
p
is dead.
wealth and influence, both of which must few
f
holidays are taken for that reason! plowing to pay for so doing will depend politician,
An Indian girl claims a fortune of
be at the service of the meanest of his sup- rThe
.
wealth of the sunbeams is poured out entirely on the character of the soil. No
in Arizona.
$
porters in whatsoever cause he may re- lavishly
1
all around us, and we turn from rule can be laid down that will apply in $1,500,000
Fr. Martin, a Spaniard, has been chosea
quire it. In return, the vote, the services it
i to struggle for a few pitiful handfuls of all cases, nor as to whether deep or shal
of the Societv of Jesus.
and even the life of the clansman are at something
s
£
else that is yellow and shining, low plowing will be best adapted to the general
the disposition of his chief. The spirit but
I not half so likely to bring us happi soil of different fields. In these par
The death is announced of M. Ernst
which in a former age responded to the rness, and often has strange, red spots upon ticulars each farmer must determine for Renan, the great French infidel.
call to arms is now perverted to secret po it.
i
Give nature a chance, and we will find himself, and from his observation on the
The body of a possible suicide was dia*
litical intrigue, to the support of the fam- that
t
there is more than a mere fanciful effect of deep or shallow plowing on covered
on a Rhode Island beach.
c
ily representative at the elections, even to connection
c
between natural sunlight and
Street railway conductors in Cincinnati
soils
similar
to
his
own.
Stiff
clay
soils
the darker services of the family vendetta, that
t
“sunny” disposition, which, after all,
swindled a road out of over $50,000.
—National Review.
iis the true “philosopher’s stone.”—North will be benefited by late fall plowing 8 Dr. John N. Douglas, the Washington
--------------------from the freezing and thawing of the ex physician who attended General Grant, is
American Review.
The Story of John Smith.
posed rough surfaces, which will put dead.
J
It was on Sept. 9 that John Smith, ol
them into a better condition to be well
Cultivation of Beauty.
Frank Cooley, leader of the “Cooley
Virginia, narrowly escaped death through
When we get women to think as much pulverized by the spring cultivation. A jgang” of Union town, Pa., was shot by a
the presence of mind of Pocahontas. aabout the development of their bodies and Bandy soil is not likely to be benefited by sheriff.
&
Smiib ' ad long whiskers and a blond J.the proper food with which to build them much plowing or by deep cultivation,
Corbett says Daly is an ingrate and that
pomp. jr, which were novelties in Vir- up
t as they do now of their bonnets and
has been misquoted regarding their
glnin
♦•/hat time, and Pocahontas waa dresses, says Dr. Kate Lindsay, then we and no soil of any description should be Ihe
imp]
vwill have a race of strong women, with plowed deeply, either in the fall or »separation.
Goddard is to claim the championship
spring, if the result is the turning up to
She <_ ided on a coup.
c
perfect
forms, equal to motherhood and
Corbett makes a match with him
11
Hun _Jly approaching the spot where eevery other duty which may fall to them the surface of portions of a poor subsoil unless
ten days.
Smith was about to be pulverized with a jin life. Instead of making an effort to cul to be cultivated. Level lands will gen- within
v
The Boston Central Labor union passed
club, she uttered an exclamation of sup tivate the muscles of their bodies the ma erally be benefited by fall plowing as an
a8 resolution to have the Mechanics’ fair
prise.
•
jority
of them deliberately go to work by aid in changing the inert plant food they opened
on Sunday.
“Why, Smithy,” she cried, “where have improper
•
may
contain
into
soluble
forms,
and
by
and ill adjusted dress to destroy
Liebnecht is tempting the German gov
you been all this time?”
the large muscles which hold the body
Turning to her father, who stood near, eerect. They are anxious to have a good covering up and incorporating stubble eernment to prosecution that he may rally
and vegetable refuse in the soil.
tthe social democrats.
she smiled pleasantly.
form, and the desire is legitimate enough
The death is reported at Bridgeport,
“Papa, Mr. Smith—Mr. Smith, papa,” jif they took the right way to secure this
The Angora Goat Industry.
CConn., of George A. Wells, for many years
she vivaciously remarked. “I met Mr. end. It can only be secured by symmetri
Smith at the seaside, papa. And how is cal
c physical development—never by lacing
The late Colonel Richard Peters, of aa business associate of the late P. T. Bar»
num.
your dear mother, Mr. Smith?”
themselves into stiff, unwieldy, deforming Atlanta, was one of the original and n Half a dozen persons were injured, «
The ruse was successful. In time Smith molds
rj
,
called corsets. Not only a woman’s most zealous breeders of Angora goats horse
killed and 200 telephone wires
married Pocahontas, which was bettei health,
j,
but the welfare of the generations
than being killed.—Detroit Tribune.
tto come depends largely upon the quality from valuable imported stock. It seems burned out during a hail storm in Sk
that there is need of new importations j
o a woman’s muscular development. A to improve the present breeds, and the Paul.
of
A Damariscoto (Me.) horse dropped
cchild who inherits a weak muscular frame
government is now working up some d
His Little Game.
v
will always be at a disadvantage through rind of a plan to secure fresh importa dead on the race track.
A stage coach was toiling up a steep the bad inheritance.
The Schaghticoke (N. Y.) powder plant
ascent. Suddenly the driver got down,
tions from Turkey. The Pacific coast hhas been completely wrecked.
The PraUe of Idleness.
and while the horses -were straining every
Dominick McCaffrey is willing to meet
Young Aime Maillard, the great com and Texas have the largest flocks, that
nerre, he noisily opened the coach door and poser,
was at the time of our story a of Farmer Bailey, of San Jose, Cifl., (Corbett in a four-round fight.
slammed it to again.
Chicago packers will lose heavily
of a rhetorical class. The pro comprising 9,000 common and 1,000 full
“What is that for?”’ inquired one of the member
’fessor gave
as the subject of an essay: blooded animals. Thirty states and all tthrough a corner in short ribs.
travelers impatiently.
S. Beresford has been sentenced
“Sir, the road is very steep, and I’m doing “The Praise of Idleness.” On the day the territories have an interest in the toWalter
appointed the themes were handed in by Angora goat industry, and 600,000 t’ six years’ penal servitude for forgery.
it for the sake of my beasts.”
all
the pupils except Maillard.
The affairs of the Life and Reserve as
pounds of hair a year are said to be
“How iB that?”
1 “Sir,
” said the professor, “I have bad clipped and sold td the Pullman Car sociation
of Buffalo are to be investigated.
8
“Why, you see, every time I open the door
from you yet!”
Parke Godwin of New York addressed
and shut it again, they fancy some one has nothing
1
company
for
making
plush
covers
to
“Here it is,” replied the young rhetori
the Harvard Young Men’s Democratic
got out.”—Annales Politiques et Littercian, as he placed a roll of paper on the their seats.—Southern Cultivator.
club.
aires.
’
-----------------------------]1. 'ster’s desk and returned to his seat.
Miss Cora Isbell was arrested at Hotch
ho professor turned over the sheets .one
kiss ville, Conn., for opening another’s
’ one; nothing but blank pages met his
letters.
>. Turning to the pupil he angrily exThe Alva’s captain has filed a suit
l .limed:
against the steamer Dimock and her
“Trying to make a fool of me, eh?”
owners.
“No, sir,” quietly remarked Aime Mail
The law regarding exchangeable mileage
lard; “I only thought that the highest
tickets went into effect in Massachusetts
tribute you could bestow on idleness was
Saturday.
simply to do nothing.”—Petit Lyonnais.
Assistant Secretary Spaulding declined
to allow 200 Chinese actors to enter the
United States.
Lord Doningtqp, hitherto a stanch En
glish Protestant, has become a convert to
the Catholic faith.
Secretary Charles Foster is much en- #
She—ITow angrily the
Jttle waves couraged at the prospects of the interne
dash against the boat! Q ^ey seem to be tional monetary conference.
A bill asking for the appointment of a
clamoriTM^ for something.
He- They are. But they won’t get it if receiver for the Chicago gas trust has
been filed in the Windy city;
I can bold on to it.—Life.
__ w—m-K

Same day and track; three-year-olds; purse
$100.
Bhlfabt, Me. Sept. 24, 2.40 class.
jBrazilian, b s by Brown Wilkes,
111
Abbott Jr.
13 11
1 ’i 1 Mayflower, b m by Israel.
2
2 2
Adelaide M,
3 12 22 | 1I. O. X. Lo, g g by Israel,
3
3 3
KingPin,
2 2 3 33 1Melbourne Queen, ch m by Mel
bourne
King,
4
4
4
Time, 2.37%, 2.41, 2.44%, 2.46.
Time, 2.56, 2.36%, 2.33%.
Same Day, 2.50 class.
Ben Hur,
5 12 111
Sept. ’22d. Free-for-all, trotting; purse
Pitot Boy,
2 3 1 2 42 $300.
.
Yoaug Onward,
1 2 34 4 *
Gideon L.
4 8 6 dr.
S Speculation, g sby Mambrino Charter,1 1 1
b s by Rampart,
2 2 3
Kenneth,
6 5 5 5 55 1-rael,
1
r
Lightfoot,
8 4 7 7 dr 1M unie Grev, g m by Harry Morgan, 3 3 2
4 4 4
Hiram D.,
3 7 4 3 33 1Heck, ch s by Melbourne King,
Kitty Ames.
7 6 86 6
Time, 2.30, 2.27%, 2.28%.
Time, 2.47%, 2.47%, 2.46%, 2.47%, 2.45.
Same day and track; 2.50 class; purse $100.
Same Day, free-for-all.
Erica Morgan, g m by Harry Mor# an, 111
Louis P.
1 1 21 JNellie Bly, g m by Highland Chief,
3 2 2
Little Blanche,
3 2 ,2 gSam Slick, br s by Uncle Sim,
2 3 4
Currier,
2 3 3 Mayflower
j
b m by Israel,
4 5 3
Time, 2.31, 2.29, 2.26.
jMinnie Snow, b m by Young Snow, 6 4 dis
----------------------------j
Kimble
Boy, blk s,
5 dis

BELFAST

ME.

LIBERTY, ME.
Sept. 22, 3.00 class.

TROTTING AT SACO.

_________
Mackumbo), bk g
Don, b g
3 3 5 FirstDay—3.00 class; purse, $125.
Charlie Gid, gr h
6 4 i3 SSimon S. Andrews, b g Good
Friday,
2 2 111
Gray Engl -, gr g
4 7 33
Young Onward, b h
5 5 56 1Henry Petrin,bm French Girl, 112 5 5
4 5 4 2 2
Mildred, bn m
7 6 f7 €C. H. Bo nhby, b m Bets,
r JJ. E. Martton, bg Kingman, 3 4 3 4 4
Kit Morrill, b m
9 8 dr
King George, b g
8 dis
IE S. Rivertmith, b g Harry
Lothair,
5 3 5 3 3
Tune, 2.41%, 2.44%, 2.44%.
Wai er I. Gordon, b s Pilot
Same Day, 2.37 class, trot and pace.
.
Wilkes,
6 dr
Wsstbrooh, by Elmbrook,
111J
Time, 2.46. 2.46, 2.47%, 2.44%, 2.44%.
Joker, b g
2 2 2
2.3J class; purse, $175.
Old Honesty, b g
5 3 3j
111
Bay Rolfe, b h
3 7 17 1H. H. Dresser, b m Jessie H,
2 2 3
Lady Franklin, b m
7 6 14 JJ. A. Hanson, b m Attorney,
3 3 4
Dick West, b h
6 4 j5 CClark Bros., b m Gypsy,
4 4 2
Adelaide M., b m
4 5 56 XW. A. Seebury, b g Goldwood,
5 5 6
Time, 2.37, 2.36%, 2.36%.
JLewis P. True, r g Blue John,
John F. Haines, b m Swett Fern,
6 5 5
Sept. 23, 2.50 class.
Time, 2.37%. 2 37%, 2 39.
Freeman, b g
1111
Second Day—2.42 class; purse, $150.
Mackumboy, bk g
22
22 j
J. E. kar-t’n, bgCuuutry Roy
Don, b g
7 3 31
bv H gh and Lad,
12 11
Hiram D , b g
36
5 J H. Manter, g g Lookout,
3 12 2
f7 CClark Bio* , blk g Charles A.
4 8 3 3
Pilot Boy, bk g
44
Kitty Amts, b m
87
I4 IDaniel J. Fo’ey. blk g D J F,
245d
18 /Albiou rowle , b m K ttv Clymer, 5 4 4 d
Young On*ard, b h
65
Gideon L., b g
5 8 6>
Time- 2 36%, 2 33%, 2 38%, 2.34%.
Time, 2.42, 2.43%„2.42.
2.34 cla-s, $200.
L 1 JJ. Scott Jordan, b m Dolly H,
111
Frank Nelson, bk h, S. J. Gushee,
1 1
;
W.
Lady Franklin, b m
72
3 » D. Ramsdell,br s Wiutbiop Pilot, 3 2 2
L
J.
Thorne
Dod<e,
ch
g
Ned
Allen,
2
3 3
Old Honest), b g
24
4 J
>2 hHenry George b s Cattll,
5 4 4
Combination, ur h
45
>5 ^
Albion Towle, blk g J, Alba,
4 dis
Dick W* st, b h
33
Time, 2.32%, 2.30%, 2.32%.
Dotty D., b m
5 6 6;
Time, 2.37%, 2.36%, 2.36%.
Four-year-old class, $100.
Same D y, race lor fcals of 1890.
A
Ai drew Chute, b m Gertie B. by Maine
Pii ce,
11
Abbie Wilkes, E P. Walker,
1 1
L. P. True, blk g Lewis, by Brilliant,
2 2
Knoxville,
2 2! L
S. S. Andrews, ch s Fearlock, by Hem
Time, 1.43, 1.40.
S
lock,
3 3
Same Day, foals of 1888.
Time. 2.56%, 2.48.
Howland Knox,
1 1
Third Day, 2.27 class, $200.
Willmont,
2 2
Young Helruont,
3 3 J.
J E. Mar-ton, b g Jerry Almont, by
A mon onion,
111
Time, 3.05, 3.01.
______________ C
C. R Wescott, b m Fannie W., by
Morgan,
4 2 2
Best Breeds of Swine.
U
F.
RACES AT HARTLAND,
f H. Osgood, b m Grace, by Red
ELLSWORTH, ME.
wood,
2 3 3
An experiment station has this to say
C. B. Wellington, gr m Combine, 1 1 0 1 J, H, Manter, b m Hortense, by Judge
S.E. May, b m Dina,
2 30 2
Advocate,
3 4 4
Summ rie» of races at Wyman Park, of several breeds of swine: “There has ci
been a good demand for Red Jerseys.
W. E. Siu th b g Cleveland Boy,
3 43 3
Time, 2.26%, 2.27%, 2.28%.
Ellsworth,
Me., at their first annual fair
W, Bigelow b s Cnickamauga,
4 55 5
The Berkshire and Essex seem to be in f
Three-year-olds, $75.
held September 21, 22, 23 :
Noah G< odiich, ch s Morrill
Andrew Chute, b m GertieB.,by Maine
about equal favor. The Red Jerseys |
Withers,
5 24 4
P.ince,
1 1
Special race.
are great consumers with rapid growth ■
Time, 2.40%, 2.42%.
A
Albion Towle, blk c Carroll,
2 2 Hogan Charter, sg, Stevens Brof., 2 111
and full development in flesh and fat A
Fi ee-for-all.
AAnthony Ledoux, ch g Lambert Knox
Charii*, g p, D. S Rjwe,
17 7 5 for food consumers. They are hardy, be
by Fi ank Leslie,
3 3 M. J. D.. Drumm r,
A. N. Burrill, b rn Lillie Mack(
12 11
4 2 2 3
Time, 3 04%, 2 55.
W. G. Moi rill, b g St. Lawrence, 2 12 2
Jimmie W., s g, L. W. Whitney, 6 3 4 2 good rustlers and very prolific, raising as lei
Davis & Bridge-, gr m, Mollie
2 50 class, purse $125.
Ned B, ch g, J E. Ford,
3 4 3 4 high as three litters per annum. With S(
Withers,
3 3 3 3
5 6 5 7 an abundance of food they are rapid th
Dauiel J. Foley, blk g D. J. F. 3 3 111 Roxy Ann, ro m, G. H. Grant,
Time, 2 31%, 2 36%, 2.35, 2.35.
Post Bry, b g, H. McFarland,
7 5 6 6
S. S. Andrews, b g Good Fri
pork makers. The Berkshires share
2.37 class
day, by Priceless,
112 4 4
Time, 3.01%, 2.58%, 2.57%, 2.56%.
with the Red Jersey many of their ex
C. B. Wellington, gr s ComE
E. S. Kiversmitb, b g Harry
Gent
’
s
Driving
Cla*«6;
purse
$50.00.
bination,
5 116 3 1^ Lothair, by Lothair Jr.
cellent qualities. They are good for
2 2 4 3 3
Gvo^y, sr m br Bush Messenger,
F. H. Wiggin b m Lady Hamt
L.. P. True, br g Lewis, by
agers and when crossed on the natives —
bleton,
1 4 3 2 2 3
2.39%, F. E. hl ye,
1 1
Brilliant,
5 5 3 2 2
give,
perhaps, the best range hogs in the
D.
S.
K
,
br
g,
(nnknown)
Ro^e,
2
2
Fred Davis, b g Ben Butu
W. F. Warren, b s Con, by
_______
Touri-t, b g by Von Moltke, T. H. Nye, *3 3 world.”
tor,
2 3 5 5 4
Constellation,
4 4 dis
N. L. Perkins, b g Prince
Time, 2.45, 2 44%.
Time, 2.39%, 2.39%, 2.35%, 2.37%, 2 38.
Premiums for Fat Stock by Carload.
ac
Ona" a,
3 6 6 4 6
Running race.
A suggestion has been made, which
H. L. Williams, b g Bay
Yorktown,
h
g,
Andrew
Stafford,
1
1
Dick.
.
4 2 2 3 5
Jack, T. M. Drake,
2 2 meets with approval, that at future fat
K. V. Weymouth, b s Prince
MAINE 2.30 LIST FOR 1892.
Do lar Bil', E. L, Swazey,
3 3 stock shows jjYemiums be offered for the
H<irbirger,
6 5 4 1 1 2
Lulu, b m,
4 dr best carload of fat cattle, hogs and
|
Time, 2 39%, 2.41%, 2.42, 2.42%, 2.41, 2.41%.
Time, 2T2%, 2.00,
sheep. In the interests of superior meat
Walter D., ch h, by Palmer Horse;
3 year-olds.
dam by W*nthrop Morrill,
2.26%
3.00 clsss; purse $100.
production there could be no better
Jack Hilt »n, b g Little
Round Top,
5 5 3 11 1 f
fouNG Watchmaker, blk b, by Watch
D. S. R., br g,
2 111 thing done than this. In America meat
1
W. G. Moirill, b s Berdan by
maker, dam by Constellation,
2.30
( he* er, b g,
12 2 2 is not raised by the single animal, but
Action,
2 1 1 22 2 L
j izzie L., blk m, by Thomas Carlyle
Blackwood Boy, b g,
3 3 4 3
E. C. Hunter, gr g Fred H.,
5 5 6 5 by the carload and on a scale befitting g 1
dam Clytie by Ledo,
2.27% Canine,
by Hai l iuger.
1 2 2 33 3
r
Jessie, blk m,
6 6 5 6 great country. Fat animals by the carNaumkeag, b h, by Lexington,
2.28
O. Viniug, ch g Eidel,by
N
Minnie Withers,
7 7 7 7 load will prove a great attraction at the
J
HL.
2.29%
Harlight,
3 4 4 54
HL P. E. br g, by Gen. Garfield,
Time, 2.41%, 2.42%, 2.45, 2.45.
fat stock shows, and the man who gets I
A. K. Libby, b f Rustic
yj cKusick, b h by Olympus; d> m Lady
M
2 35 class; purse $150.
the premium will get along with it an I
Maid,
4 3 5 45
Burns, by Burn’s Trotting Childers, 2.26%
Gen. Hancock, Jr., by Gen. Hancock,
Time, 2.51%, 2.53, 2.55, 2 50, 2.47%, 2 51.
gj
advertisement that will make him known
Silver Street, b rr, by Nelson; dam
Reed,
111 the country over.
;
by Somtr&e< Kt ox,
2.25
G z lie, blk m by Joe Irving, Greely, 2 2 3
M
ollie
W
ithers
,
gr
m,
by
Gen.
Sultm,
ro
s
by
L
thair
Jr.,
Nye,
4
3
2
NEW GLASGOW, N. S.
m
Have gates, not bars, to pass your I
V. i hers; th>m by Gideon,
2.30
Lady Rocfevil >, blk m by Woodbiook, 3 4 4 live stock through. The time it takes to fl
Bay
Dick,
Williams,
5
5
5
S
t
.
C
roix
,
b
b,
by
Wilkes;
dam
Zulah
The following are the summaries of the S'1
let bars down and shut them again
by Gideon
2.28%
Time, 2.40%, 2 39%, 2.39%.
Exhibition races at New Glasgow, N. S., Wilkesmont, blk h, by Kaiser; dam by
counts up to enough to earn sufficient
Threp-year-olds! purse $50.
on the 21st and 22d ult. :
Geu. Withers.
2.28% 4 lim, b s bv Nelson. 2.10, Osgood,
1 1 money to pa y for a gate in a few months.
Iva Belmont by Van Helmont, Greely, 2 2 Then, too, animals will not try to jump
New Gloucester, N. 8., Sept. 21, 1892. 2 40 F
Flred Wilkes, b h by Wilkes; dam by
O ward,
2.29%
over a strong gate.
an<
•lass; purse $100.
Time. 2.41, 2.41%.
Resolu1 ion, b k s by Rampart,
1 2
1 1 F
Firenchman, b g, by McDona’.d’s
2.45
clips,
pur?e
$125.
Frenchman,
2.24
Maud K., bkmby Hernando,
2 12 2
D. 8. B , br g,
10 0 0
Sam S ick. hr > by Unc le S m,
3 4 3 dis jj
Di* 111
Haroldson, b h,bv Piescott; dam Queen
1B >vk Prince, by Hancock
Harry Al r g t, blk s by Ailnght, 4 3 4 dis by
, B ack Diamond,
‘<322
2 29% i Ans 1 W., br g,
” Tin e, 2.40, 2.40% 2 36%, 2.37%.
Daisy Buck,
“433
Hallie, (h m. by Harbinger; dam by
Mm te Cniisto,
2 26% Jimmie W.. bg. by Fearnaught Jr , “ 6 4 4
LoigAay, hv Broad* a*,
“ 2 dr
Mahlon, blk h, by Alcantara; dam by
Tin e 2.34% 2.42 2.43.
Thou as J ff i>0”,
2.22%
NUe— D. S. B., di-ianced fi* Id, re*t.
Granieta, br m bv Rockerfeller; dam
*al ( w d ;o go tor seton*, ihiid and fourth
by Meaaengtr Knox,
2.25% fm> n«vs. D. S. B , buq ecled of being dark
Themis, b m, by Achilles; dam by
gSO ids.
AUBURN, MR.
Volunteer,
2 25
Fre< -fo -all, purse $300.
jJohn Merrill, b g,
That it is not wise to experiment Young Pilot, ch h, by Black Pilot; dam
2 3 111
ORGANIZED FEBRUARY 27, 1875.
t\y col. El "worth,
2.22% *S'. Lawipnce, b g, by Gr y
with cheap compounds purporting
Pn
2.31%
113
2 2
to be blood - purifiers, but which Tid Jefferson, blk m, by Alexander
Jeff rs n,
2.27% 'tt’ihe m» t h s,by K,n«er 2.28% 3 2 2 3 3 Deposits........................................... 8975,554 83
have no real medicinal value. To
g b s,
dr
Fred Lothair, ro h, by Lothair,
2.29% xNaumke
Reserve Fund....................................... 27,500OO
T.me, 2 30, 2.30%, 2,29. 2.28, 2.29%.
make use of any other than the old
D
inah, blk m, by Norway Knox; dam
15.43599
Judges. Sarno* 1 PoonpiLy star er. J. B. Profits.....................................................
standard AYER’S Sarsaparilla—the
by fom Patchen,
2.28%
A UrinV
TRaHV.RT.
Superior Blood-purifier—is simply Narka, b m, by Messenger Wilkes;
to invite loss of time, money, and
dam by Hampton,
2.29
HASPAID REGULAR SEMI-ANNUAL DIVI
health. If you are afflicted with Lady Redwood, b m, by Redwood, 2.27
DENDS SINCE ORGANIZATION.
Scrofula, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Iona S., ch m, by Albrino; dam by
Dyspepsia, Eczema, Running Sores,
Daniel Boone,
2.29%
Total1 Assets................................. 81,018,490
Tumors, or any other blood-disease, Gene Briggs, b h,by Messenger Wilkes;
Interest on Deposits commence 1st
dam by Almont.
2.28
be assured that
day of each month.
Dr. Franklin Jr., blk h, by Dr.
Franklin; dam by Hamlet,
2.26
Freeman, b g

1

2 2 22
5

MECHANICS
SAVINGS BANK,

People Find
It Pays to Use

AYER’S Sarsaparilla, and AYER’S
only. AYER’S Sarsaparilla can
always be depended upon. It does
not vary. It is always the same in
quality, quantity, and effect. It is
superior in combination, proportion,
appearance, and in all that goes to
build up the system weakened by
disease and pain. It searches out
all impurities in the blood and ex
pels them by the natural channels.

AyER’S
Sarsaparilla
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, $5.

Cures others, will cure you

“All salt is salt, isn’t
it?”
A

Pacers.

Daily News, b g, by Franklin,
2.20
Belle Chase, b m, by Rotinson D., dam
by John Bunyan,

2.27%
2.28%
2.27%
2-26%
2.28%

All salt

“ How delicious is the winning
Of a kiss, at love’s beginning,
sings the poet, and his sentiment is true with
one possible exception. If either party has the
Catarrh, even love’s kiss loses its sweetness.
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy is a sure cure for
this repulsive and di-tressing affliction. By its
mild, soothing, antiseptic, cleansing and
healing properties, it cures the worst cases.
$500 reward offered tor an incurable case.

is some mud
much salt.

HOME

BANK.

NO WESTERN MORTGAGE LOANS.

MONEY MOSTLY LOANED

(Except Worcester Salt)

Cobden Boy, b g, by Cobden; dam by
Winthrop Moi rill,
Jennie J..f br m*by Daniel Boone,
Winslow, b g, by Lothair, Jr.,
Patrol, b g, by Constelation,

By no means.

---- IN------

and

But Worcester Salt is

Pure Salt.

Androscoggin County.
Trustees:
R. C. JEWETT,
E. W. GROSS,
B. F. STURGIS,
8. P. MILLER.
E. T. GILE,
JOHN F. COBB,
H. WESLEY HUTCHINS,
S. S. HERSEY,]

TASCUS ATWOOD.

This is either a lie or the truth. Prove it your
self by sending for a test.

John F. Cobb,

Nash, Whiton & Co., New York.

J. Walter Stetson, Treasurer.

President.

